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et = ee saves your time 
fe TS — € ax Lrti<“‘COS_CS q | WY Iss be — , a 

. A = ee . For more than twenty years Carbide and 
3 BS wR . eg / y) 
é \ a ~~ i — Carbon Chemicals Corporation has main- 

4 & ne i ¥ ~ a ‘8 tained a staff of technically trained repre- 

. io a 4 ( | { “) sentatives to serve its customers throughout 

‘Sis \ ' the country. Now, more than ever, this 
\ VA ‘ policy means time and effort saved for you. 

ey | Ne 2 | " Every Carbide representative is a gradu- 

oa Plant Aue ate chemist’ or chemical engineer. This 

“a - Pa basic technical knowledge, plus research 
4 . Be, | 

5 s \ experience in our laboratories, special : \ _ Pp Pp 
: training in our home office, and practical 

| } ) + ita’ knowledge gained in the field, gives our 

\ / ON <<. representative the background needed to 

; swing le A a \ ee be of assistance to all three, the men in 

7 {ip VA i - a your plant, your laboratory, and your 

1 Ci a { oe purchasing department. 

: yt i ry by qs. When you have problems involving the 

“@ Mi pn < / | use, development, or purchase of chemicals, 
i pee . % 

a i 1 \ ¥ — call our nearest office and discuss them 

os on \ | with a Carbide representative. And if you 

z \ \ PG would like a copy of our catalog, “Syn- 

+. A \ — thetic Organic Chemicals,” please address 
4 Ss a — . f Department “A.” F oe P 

Laboratory oe 

oe |zE: CO sini Clananninine 

ie | | / CHEMICALS CORPORATION — 
‘ ( es + , 5 | Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation 

’ SAV | | AO East 42nd: Street Gag New York 17, N.Y. 
N Ke \ i fo ee 

i Be ill 

x — — a | 

aS jam! ~~ -—™ Go 
= — ee Offices in Principal Cities 

Purchasing 8 CUTE 
— Carbide and Carbon Chemicals, Limited, Toronto 

ee
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ll . em gf © Discharge end of continuous tin plat- Tin coating is fused to steel as the y 
a _.  ——S—SC__eiing unit showing bright polish of strip passes between SELAS Gas-fired ] 
a oo ' a a strip after electrolytic plating and radiant burners. Close-up of the high- 
i f  § 6 Oe. high-temperature fusing by Gas-fired temperature section of the continuous 

_ A s[__., radiant burners line shown at left j 
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tin-coat fusing zone 

BRIGHT FINISHING was the problem—and engineers with existing machinery or incorporated in new 

of Crown Cork and Seal Company, Inc., Baltimore, machinery without radical design changes, or ex- 

adopted a high-temperature method for fusing pensive supplemental apparatus. 

tin to low-carbon strip, with resultant high-polish : . 
surface, in a continuous production mill. Manufacturers of Gas Equipment and the American 

Gas Association support continuing programs of 

Then, to obtain the high temperatures necessary research designed to assure the most efficient use 

for heat-processing, these engineers selected GAS of GAS for every heat-processing requirement. 

and modern Gas Equipment. By directing the heat 
of radiant GAS burners over a concentrated area of 

the freshly-plated strip it was readily possible to AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION 

coordinate the fusing action with the plating 420 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17,N. Y. 

process to accomplish continuous high-speed pro- 
duction of bright finished strip. MORE AND MORE 

This typical installation demonstrates the flexi- 1S. 

bility of GAS and the applicability of modern Gas 70 

Equipment for continuous, production-line heat THE RENO IS. 

processing. Compared with available fuels GAS On KE 

is_ most readily controlled by simple automatic INDUSTRIAL HEATING 
devices; Gas Equipment can be adapted for use
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A BEARING QUIZ FOR STUDENT ENGINEERS 

, 4 

Do you know that over 90% of all modern bearing requirements can be 

met adequately with the Timken Tapered Roller Bearing? That in this one pre- 

cision meclanism is contained a multiplicity of abilities which when fully ap- 

preciated and properly applied can overcome any bearing condition you ever 

may encounter? 

Do you know that the Timken Roller Bearing is more than an anti-friction 

bearing; more than a radial load bearing? That it is an all-load bearing — can — 

carry, all at once, radial loads, thrust loads, and any combination of them with 

full efficiency and certainty? 

Do you know that the Timken Bearing was introduced nearly 50 years 

ago and has undergone constant engineering development and refinement ever 

since? That the Timken-developed process of Generated Unit Assembly produces 

true spherical (convex-concave) contact between the large ends of the rolls and 

the rib or flange of the cone thereby reducing friction and initial wear to a 
minimum; assuring correct alignment of 

the rolls with respect to the races; help- 

Ki ing to distribute the loads evenly through- 

y <— ™~ out the bearing; decreasing operating 
y oO Tt 4 ee temperatures; producing quieter running; 

‘ f | y ) <n J and last, but not least, assuring that 

bi h- Sey b : See when the bearing is properly mounted 
(AF sen eS We no further adjustment is required? 

if ~~ Sin Do you know that the special alloy 
j 2 fj’ ‘a q \ — steel from which Timken Bearings are 

i j \ Vo made was developed in our own metal- 
ip ' Z ) an) lurgical laboratories and is produced in 
= on our own steel plant? That the Timken 

| 7 . Bearing is the only bearing manufactured 
C Z fo | —_— under one roof from raw material to 

| ell al = finished product? 

cN re CY Would you like to know more about 
Ys M40. in us the Timken Bearing, particularly how 

eC NP mel a y it can help you in your engineering 

ay ae : ‘ career? Write us. The Timken Roller 
i —— a) Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. 
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Typical of its laboratory activities, Dow 

recently developed this direct-reading 
spectrometer that electronically measures 

e * concentration of elements in alloys—auto- 

Horizons of Chemistry matically records analyses in 40 seconds. 

constantly beckon . ee 

Dow is deeply interested in colleges and technical schools and maintains | 

close ties with them. The very nature of our business makes this a logical A L 7 

course for us to pursue. 5 | a | 
. . . . Oye oP, || 

We are producers of chemicals essential to industry and agriculture. We 9 | TA A> _ a 

are developers of plastic materials. We are the pioneer producers of mag- aT \ Al 4 || 

nesium, recovering this lightest of all structural metals from ocean water. XS Ake ZS EB 

We are developers of magnesium alloys and methods for their fabrication. SAW, “Tr 

To carry on this work, research is a necessity and a considerable portion 4 i 

of our efforts and resources are devoted to it as an undeviating policy. INVz, a 

All these activities require trained men—scientists and technicians— AY \ 

chemists and chemical engineers—metallurgists, biologists, physicists, 1 

entomologists. Dow employs such men in large numbers—keeps an eye on HA — en 

them as they emerge from their academic training—gives many of them ' as Lo i... | 

special schooling at the Dow plants, according to the jobs they are slated — i 2. 

to do, 

In peace as well as in war, chemistry is an essential occupation because it D OW ae 

deals with materials essential to industry and to the health of the nation. ‘ 

It is a developing business with horizons that constantly beckon—a ie 

profession to intrigue any ambitious young man with an eye to the future. a 

E 
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN ETCH IN PISEENSABLE 
New York @ Boston « Philadelphia © Washington © Cleveland ¢ Detroit TO INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE 

Chicago © St.Louis * Houston © SanFrancisco + Los Angeles * Seattle 
Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Canada ae <3 
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a Wherever there’s manufacturing, there 

Ne At ee 3 ; are jobs for engineers. Westinghouse is 

he a ne ine re wy ‘ one of the largest electrical manufac- 
pat Le EEE EET bg eo gm ee cg P ie . : 

& ma ie ae aN oma turers in the world—its products are 
Rem \ \ \ Aw a a ENG oe | as diversified as industry itself! There’s 

| PANS ENS ees) ~9—§-.. ajob and a future for you here. For 

=a WEF Pre y om “+7 == example, Westinghouse needs: 

ie Ae Me Lt 
~- . Sana SAS 3 ae | = MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS . . . 

7 SAAN [nl atieeal to show production people how to turn out the 
+ ANN ; aes product after it has been designed. 

SpA Nee Saragt A | METHODS ENGINEERS .. . 
a WAAR je he ee] oe to improve efficiency in methods of production. 

reeuee Se i. Ese S Bey 4 PRODUCTION CONTROL ENGINEERS ... 
TRO Oe ae Oy he righ ial he right pl ra ee 1 to get the right materials at the right place at 

Se iS the right time. 
A 7, re 1a saad A 8 

ia ey” ee eee QUALITY CONTROL ENGINEERS... 
of 2 ng a i >, Se z : 

fo ‘oH ok noe A to supervise inspection of materials and work- 

AJA ee” ° aos manship at every step in the process of manu- 

wh es ae yy 4 Ps facture, and help develop the highest standards. 

ae ii i i a TEST ENGINEERS ... 
eye. Se Atm i ead jl to see that correct and uniform methods are 

H hy Tg ia Poa applied in testing apparatus to assure compli- 

LS Sal i ance with the customer’s specifications. 
Js PB 

i al. pn Fs PLANT LAYOUT ENGINEERS... 
Te ee oe to plan installation of new manufacturing facili- 

ties or revamping of the old. 

ED ai Here’s a challenge for your future. The field is 

ce limited only by the initiative and resourcefulness yy! 
< es of the engineer himself. G-10002 

This is but one of the many op- HK 
tunities open in the electrical -——— ee 

Rela. There are many others—in 
sales, research and engineering at To obtain copy of “Finding Your Place in Industry,” consult 

Westinghouse. Bonin plans for Placement Officer of your university, or mail this coupon to: 

pone ieee AY selene tom ! The District Educational Coordinator 
Place in Industry”. | Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

| 20.N. Wacker Drive, P.O. Box B, Zone 90 
| Chicago 6, Illinois 

! 
Name oo 

ti h | College —___—————— Course —. 

\ Ves INGNOUSC | ais a 
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... OFFICES EVERYWHERE | City 

: State 
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Myers, Feiereisen, and Schweitzer of the Me- 

chanical Engineering Department inspect the 

German Jumo 004 jet engine, a recent addition 

to laboratory equipment. The engine itself 

shows very careful planning in most details. Photos by H.R. Wahlin 
During the war it was used to power the famed 

German interceptor, M.E.262. The simplified 

mounts and electrical connections made it pos- 

sible to change engines in a very short time. 
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Face Lifti ace Lifting... 

| e 

by H. R. Wahlin m’49 

| 
| Students taking heat-power courses 2200 hp., to be set up for dis- terial, consider the fact that the 

at the U. W. during the next few play Allison liquid-cooled aircraft engine 

semesters are due for a number of 10—a 225 hp., six-cylinder, invert- which has been in the lab for some 

pleasant surprises as Chairman Wm. ed, in-line, air cooled “Ran- time now was bought from the gov- 

J. Feiereisen and the other members ger” aircraft engine ernment for little more than the 
of the heat-power laboratory com- 11—a “Continental” six-cylinder, cost of transportation! Don’t rush 

mittee get some of the new equip- 165 hp., air cooled aircraft right off to buy one for your “hot- 

ment which has been pouring in, engine rod,” though. The U. S. is giving 
set up. 12—a Clayton hydraulic dyna- these bargain prices only to educa- 

As of the date of writing, Febru- mometer tional institutions. 

ary, 1948, some thirteen pieces of 13—test cell equipment for large The Chevrolet engine mentioned 
new apparatus are in the process of engines, obtained from the above was donated to the university 
being: made ready for use, either as Packard Motor Company by the Socony-Vacuum Company, 

exhibits or actual working setups 14—Japanese radial engine—dis- after having been run for about 

for lab experiments. They are: play forty hours in the process of lubri- 

1—a Skinner 80 hp. uniflow steam 15—"Yankee” diesel engine cation tests. 

engine Some of this new equipment has Two engines which have been in 

2—a General Electric twin tur- been purchased at full cost, such as the lab for many years and are now 
bine educational unit which the G. E. turbine unit. Other items, obsolete are being removed to make 

will generate 40 KW of AC such as the test cell, jet engines, and room for the new equipment. They 

at full load the Clayton dynamometer, have are a White & Middleton gas en- 

3—an American-built copy of the been obtained at nominal prices as gine, and a Chicago Pneumatic 
V-1 “buzz bomb” engine war-surplus goods. To gain an idea Company semi-diesel. 

which is to be set up for dis- of the saving on war-surplus ma- This sudden influx of new equip- 

play 
4—a Jumo (JUnkers MOtor # . 4 a a a ; 

works) 004 German jet en- a SW, a A; al = a ; 

gine, such as was used on a es, =, tS nceccersta " 

the ME during the war, also : ee “i we 

for display. oe if eer ay nN 

5—a 1942 Cadillac 150 hp. V-8 _ oe | wo a i ; 
automotive engine, of the type re oS . em, cae tk a -) a B 

used in light tanks aS oe yi \s ‘ “ a ; 

6—a 1940 Chevrolet 90 hp. six- Ten *, os 8 ee ; io ; 

cylinder engine (Both of the mg (it - 2 ay eS : a o. 

latter are to be used in the ¥ = at a Ve ae ; aL is =o 

automotive testing section of 4 7 YAN pt a | TES i ; pee ; 

the lab.) YS Sie Se ST a 
7—a Fairbanks-Morse three-cyl- ‘ee fi * Yh SS os ye 8 eS i. =e A fa) 

, * s PP fay —— . 1 
inder, opposed-piston diesel ee aay & ye = a mee ee CZ 

generator unit capable of put- ‘\\a a oi] A. . a A = ne Cs a 7 

ting out 100 KW of AC and : = (NN 4 ~ i? fea es 

20 KW of DC simultaneously ee = "aa “Ss wd .s 

8—a Cummins six-cylinder 60 : oo .. —— oo Rifas a, fon! : "4s ee wy is os. 

9—a Pratt & Whitney 2800” ra- Se ee el i. rade ae 

dial aircraft engine, rated at One of the newer additions to the heat power lab, a unaflow steam engine. 
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ment is not the result of any long Pree 7 

term planning, but is rather due to Do ZS i 8 Cb 
ee a = 0 Me ae FOIA 
the golden opportunities in war- iy = he ee ES ce 

[i MR surplus goods after the end of the de fle ed FN teil se IGS Ba) Py 3 
war,” according to Mr. Feiereisen. pe aes , ra) Ae : 

The cost of these acquisitions has Le aN ee — 
been fitted into the regular labora- . V ae 7~\ i rs * ae 

tory budget. It is planned to re- bo 7 wy 1h cf oa 
: 1942 150 h.p. Cadillac ee ae ig Rage s 

vamp the lab schedule during the V-8 engine. = Be Ae wy — 
next two years so as to include all : .Y re aor OS : 

the new items in the program. Tests . yi ac Rs Kote ond 

will be run on such of them as are ; NY Mis eb TRS ee ws : ‘= Sag | eer, NS, A operative to determine operating + oe wares a ee "9 P 

characteristics and performance un- os f ‘~ \ ; » pm : 
der various service conditions. . i ES yy A ie 

. poe oN Me eo So 
Undoubtedly the two jet engines os vi \ wee ig. Sc : 

are the most fascinating of the new a" = 4 Pa i Se é 
: : te De i! i: 

pieces, but they will not be run be- — AN —— may toe 
cause, according to Mr. Feiereisen, a >. ~ i a te ri be 

“We have neither the fuel nor the 
space to run them. Besides, that V- axial-flow compressor similar to our problem. He left the University to 

1. would. make a. racket thar would own Westinghouse jet engines. go to Milwaukee (in the late 30’s) 

stop every class for blocks around; The recent addition of the “Yan- to develop his engine. 

and it is very inefficient—only about kee” Diesel engine ends more than Work first began at the Fairbanks- 

two or three per cent.” No other a campaign for new equipment for Morse Company in Beloit, Wiscon- 
data is available on the “flying the lab. The interesting history of sin. Later, Mr. Straub made arrange- 

stovepipe,” but the Jumo is esti- this unit began on the highways of ments with the Davis and Thompson 

mated to develop 2,000 to 3,000 the California coast, where the need Company of Milwaukee for the orig- 

horsepower at normal bomber fora dependable, heavyweight pow- inal six-cylinder model. Work was 
speeds. It has a static thrust of erhouse was recognized in the large interrupted when the company 

1,970 pounds, and a fuel consump- coastwise trucking industry. The changed hands, and the engine was 
tion of 1.38 pounds of fuel per hour University of Southern California’s finally finished by the Waukesha 
per pound of thrust. This would Mr. C. L. Straub had an idea for a Motor Company. This is the same 
mean an overall thermal efficiency two-cycle Diesel which he felt was unit that is in the lab today. 

of about 8.6%. The Jumo has an the answer to the bulk and efficiency The chief chatacteristics. are «ile 

. ; V-type cylinder arrangement (for ss « = pe cy g 
7 ©6086 Bae g@g oT nf space conservation) and the rotary 
[(S0ee@ ; a. ‘ i aee valve arrangement. Bulk was a ma- 

ra | ic I i if q jor consideration in the design of 
} | aoua agen if Bi a the engine, and this factor was rath- 

. é | “ee =@nw ¢@ | ee er successfully dealt with. In the case 

a. | 4 j 1 La of efficiency, however, the results 

_ ; 2, i is “a were not so impressive as those of 
e. : — pe ee the contemporary General Motors 
ee ae G.B. twin turbine automotive Diesel. It was further 

ems iit i | ——Cunit with control : 
Se eS os Paco S = ~~~ +t board for observation recommended, that the engine be 

we .. Ge ¢ se of performance and built in eight cylinders to eliminate 
4 oe ea a oe 3 synchronization. “roughness” encountered at and ce oe . — Sagi | above 1800 R.P.M. 

Oi. Mo ue Se 
eo) ee. Fs Mr. Straub (then Lt. Cmdr. 
ae an an a is s on en a ed Straub) became occupied with war 

Oe catalan 5S i | duties, so did not get to correct the 
ee P ah RY = . : 

eee Soe. STR u Eo flaws detected in the first model. His 
ee ee a ae ees i oe death in early 1947 left the engine 
. = ee » 4 7] a P ae in the hands of The Wisconsin Com- 

4 en + . a ay SS et pany, Milwaukee. They in turn dedi- 
“arts saa pee ae cated the engine to the University $0 & amg te te al sagen SS ‘> ee So il (please turn to page 22) 
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Photo Courtesy N.H. Ball Bearings, Inc. — . 
Photo Courtesy Miniature Ball Bearings 

Miniat Ball B ing 
by R. W. Hacker e’49 Bey 8 

Order: One thimble full of ball laboratory and testing devices. an inch that was common during 

bearings. A small order? Not espe- In order to insure perfect opera- the war and which was considered 

cially so. It could include up to 321 tion of these bearings, unusually quite small. These small tolerances 

small precision-made bearings pro- small tolerances are called for. are called for on parts that them- 

duced by the Miniature Precision Spherical accuracy is held within selves are only one-eighth of an 

Bearings, Inc., Keene, N. H., and twenty-five millionths of an inch, inch in diameter. When such small 

the New Hampshire Ball Bearings, while on the small % inch radial limits are called for, constant and 

Inc., Peterborough, N. H. These bearings the tolerance on the inside exact inspection must be the by- 

bearings make possible high speed, and outside diameters of the race- word during the entire manufactur- 

compact instruments that can oper- ways is plus .0000 inch and minus ing process. 

ate continuously at 75,000 rpm and .0002 of an inch. The limit of the The first step in this process is 

instruments that can be used in ex- total eccentricity is .0003 of an inch. the machining of rings from solid 

tremely low temperatures because These limits can be compared with chrome alloy steel rods. These 

no oil is necessary in the specially the plus and minus limit of .0005 of rings, which later become the inner 

designed bearings. 
and outer races of the bear- 

Fond . ear an ings, turned out on spe- 

The small ball bearing in- aa ie , ‘ * aah a wa d oa SP 

* k 4 % “ 5 m. ines. 

dustry started back in 1924 4 - or aay esigne . ac °s: 

+ ep ef After inspection the rings 

when a bearing of 4, inch a . 

: * <a are heat treated in an elec- 

outside diameter was made. 
ee a ae é . 

‘ : er | ad . a, ey - tronically controlled, atmos- 

Now bearings of such size e% : “ = ‘ ‘ 

wd, * ae pheric furnace. Next, in or- 

are no longer manufactured ee 4 — . 

= i ; 3 der to insure the proper de- 

by the firms that make the ss Ol a4 

Beith » . i ” gree of hardness for best 

truly miuniature bearings. — ne . all r f thi 

~ error: ni raceways 

Between the largest of 5/16 ; ; * 3 P é mn at . ee 

: 

are treate in an annealin 

inch O.D. and the smallest, _ 1 f © 8 

2 mm. O.D., are about forty ce 2» el . 

% : 
a Oe 4 The next process 1s the 

different sizes and types. pe ’ a oa. re " 

ua. fA grinding, polishing, and fin- 

During the war thousands + ay pon e if ishing of the outer surfaces. 

were turned out for such in- Mons eu ae a , a > fy Once again the material is 

struments as the Bendix gy- coor ai a <a ii : carefully inspected. Finally 

ro-fluxgate compass, Polar- os a ti<—~SSSC 4 the rings reach a stage 

oid inclinometer, Sperry gy- ‘a i. 3 vw. i where the inner races are 

roscope, radar equipment, ° / eaccasay at immmasces: yo : eae \\ precision ground. Here the 

and fire control instruments al : ee " | .? grinding is done on ma- 

for the Navy. Peacetime i he : . chines where the feed read- 

uses are being found in i —_a ; ings on the machines are in 

maritime navigational aids, t ead i % a .00001’s of an inch. This 

weather station equipment, AcE Caper ene zos7 iN" » gives some idea of the ac- 

small electric motors, cam- Photo Courtesy Miniature Ball Bearings curacy of the operation in- 

eras, dental tools, and A step in the final inspection of the ball bearings. volved. (please turn to page 22) 
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An Inside Look a t 
by James Vasilion e48 

Photographs by Dick McKeon c’51 

Wisconsin’s youngest radio sta- turntables to the left of the control on adjacent channel frequencies. tion makes its debut in Madison, console. Within easy view of the Another advantage gained by the categorically home of “The Oldest operator are three studios. Directly use of the limiting amplifier is that Station in the Nation.” WKOW, facing him is a small studio which the average volume level of pro- owned and operated by the Monona is used for station announcements grams may be increased noticeably 
Broadcasting Company of Madison, and news commentaries. To the without danger of overmodulation recently began broadcasting with a right is a larger studio for programs on audio peaks. 
regular schedule of programs from involving several people, such as The transmitter pictured is the 
their newly finished studios in the group discussions or dramatic skits. very latest designed and built by 
Madison College Building on West A large auditorium studio is located RCA for Amplitude Modulation 
Washington Avenue and from the to the left of the control room. All service. It has a power output of 
program lines of the Mutual Broad- three are acoustically sealed off 5,000 or 10,000 watts and other out- 
casting System, their network affili- from the control room by means of standing features such as high level 

ate. double glass viewing panel, so that modulation and air-cooled tubes in 
The Studio Control Room, pic- the only sound heard in the control the high power modulator and radio 

tured, is nerve center of the radio room comes through the micro- frequency stages. Forced-draft ait 
station. It is here all programs phones located in the studios. circulation is provided by a centrifu- 
must pass, whether they be trans- Programs leaving the control gal blower to carry away heat radi- 
scribed, network or studio produc- room are carried by telephone lines ated by the high power tubes. The 
tions. The greatest emphasis there- to the transmitter site about 10 control console seen in the center of 
fore, is on flexibility and conveni- miles south of Madison near High- the picture is mainly for the con- 
ence of operation. The control con- way 51. At this point, they are fed venience of the transmitter attend- 
sole used at WKOW is of a type through a Western Electric limiting ant. A number of controls such as 
manufactured by the Western Elec- amplifier used to offset the possi- those necessary to place the trans- 
tric Company. The various controls bility of modulating more than mitter on the air, start the blower 
and switches seen in the photograph 100% in the event of some sudden motor, turn on the antenna beacon 
permit the fading in or out of vari- increase in program loudness. Any lights, and monitor the frequency 
ous studio and network facilities. modulation greater than 100%, as of the transmitter are centralized 
Transcribed programs and recorded most radio amateurs know, results here. In addition, a volume level 
musical selections are broadcast in considerable distortion of the meter is provided to keep a double 
directly from the pair of heavy signal and undesirable interference (please turn to page 27) 
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Po . : bli fo ” 
A look at the controls of WKOW. The Permanent controls shown on the right are contrasted to the temporary turntables to the left. 
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Assistant to the at re) 
m a o. \ 

Dean ae 4 

enry G. GQoehring : i 
vi 

| by Robert Hacker e’49 : 

The coming of the New Year brought Wisconsin some- wa ‘ rf j a e . 

thing besides a new snowstorm this year. On the first of 1 4 , a PN wa 

January, 1948, Professor Henry G. Goehring reported in a = 4 

as Assistant Dean of the College of Engineering. As a Photo by Wahlin 

somewhat more vital point of interest to many of us, his 

duties also include placing Badger engineering graduates. 

oats io ” lose contadl with moat:ot 18H OH and juniors. All information on this subject will be posted 

capacity or another, it seems that we should get to know ’ : 
him better. on the Placement Department bulletin board as soon as it 

Professor Goehring’ ajor interest iside of wack becomes available. The following is an up-to-date (as of 

g’s major interests ou z ied ‘ 
are sports and his basement workshop. His interest in February 26) lise of job interviews that are to be held dur- 

5 . ing the following month. 
sports is easy to understand, for he spent his first four 

years after graduation from Bethany College, West Vir- March 

ginia, as a coach of high school athletics. His coaching 10 Goodyear Tire Co.; Shell Co.; Minnesota Mining and 

activities were carried out in the Pittsburgh region near his Manufacturing Co. 

home town of West Newton where he was born in 1900. 11 Goodyear Tire Co.; Shell Co.; Dr. Paul E. Williams, 

During this interval, he became more than interested in a representing DeVilbiss Co.; General Fire Proofing 

young school teacher named. “Katherine”. He and Kath- Co., and Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co.; Bailey 

erine are now happily married and have a future Assistant Meter Co. (Group meeting at 5 P.M.) 

Dean and a future Football Coach. His personal com- 12 Bailey Meter Co. 

ment on his athletic prowess was, “If I could reverse my 15 General Electric Co.; Toledo Edison Co.; Phillips Pe- 

bowling for golf scores, I would be considered an athlete”. troleum Co. 

After Professor Goehring’s coaching career, he returned 17 General Electric Co.; Babcock and Wilcox Co. 

to college work. He spent the next two years doing gradu- 18 Peoples Gas, Light, and Coke Co. 

ate study at the Harvard Business School. After this, he 19 West Bend Aluminum Co. 

went to the steel mills. First, he accepted employment with 22 Infilco Co.; Pennsylvania Railroad. 

the American Steel and Wire Corporation in the field of 23 Infilco Co. 

operations and industrial relations. His second position 24 General Electric Corporation; Wisconsin Telephone 

was with the National Refining Corporation where he was and Telegraph Co., also representing American Tele- 

Industrial Relations Manager. He left this corporation in phone and Telegraph Co., and Western Electric. 

1941 to join the Carnegie-IIlinois Steel Corporation. For 26 Wisconsin Telephone Co. 

this company he spent considerable time contacting col- April 

leges, primarily for engineering graduates. 1 Link Belt Co.; Scott Paper Co. 

Asked about his aims in his present post, Professor 2 Link Belt Co. 

Goehring said, “I want to assist the engineering graduates > Corn Products Refining Co.; J. C. Seagrams and Sons, 

in finding positions in keeping with their abilities and de- Inc. 

sires, and I hope to personally counsel with the graduat- 6 J.C. Seagrams and Sons, Inc.; Electric Auto-Lite Co. 

ing students.” In regard to employment trends he had this 7 Standard Oil of Ohio. 

to say, “It’s anyone’s guess, but I’m not really pessimistic 8 National Advisory Commission for Aeronautics; U. S. 

about there being superfluous engineers. Technical work Rubber Co. 

in industry is increasing, so the demand for engineers will Don’t forget! For last-minute changes on the above in- 

also increase.” formation and for new job information, see the Placement 

In the past few weeks a number of inquiries have been Department bulletin board in the lobby of the Mechanical 

made in regard to summer employment for sophomores Engineering Building. 
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( N by John Ashenbrucker e’49 & Don Dowling 49 

a 

SSS 
Eta Kappa Nu OSCAR IS COMING HOME!! 

Officers elected to head Eta Kappa Nu, electrical We received a special delivery letter recently and 
engineering honorary fraternity, for the spring semester thought the contents would be of interest to those engi- 
include: Mel Grieme, President; Gene Fordham, Vice neers who are loyal to St. Pat. 
President; R. K. Ausbourne, Recording Secretary; Wil- Miami, Florida 
liam Kissinger, Treasurer; Dave Fell, Corresponding Feb. 17, 1948 
Secretary; and Robert Sagen, Bridge Correspondent. College of Engineering 
Pi Tau Sigma University of Wisconsin 

At its recent business meeting, Pi Tau Sigma, national Madison, Wisconsin 
mechanical engineering honorary fraternity, elected the Dear Scholars 
following officers to serve during the second semester: 
Richard France, President; Russel Pipkorn, Ist Vice Professional duties made it necessary that I 
President; Morris Thorson, 2nd Vice President; Robert spend the winter down here in Florida supervising 
Reichmann, Corresponding Secretary; Lester Maresh, the installation of air traps in the steam baths of 
Recording Secretary; and Clayton Verlo, Treasurer. the Miami Hotel. Naturally a trip to the sunny 

Pi Tau Sigma, in response to an invitation by Gov- South, the land of bathing beauties, involves more 
ernor Oscar Rennebohm, and in conjunction with Wis- than the installation of air traps. Yes, I’ve been 
consin’s Centennial Celebration, has voted to hold its kept quite busy down here. 
28th annual National Convention on the campus of the . . 
University of Wisconsin. The convention date is tenta- T plan to return to Wisconsin early next month y 

sfc? tively scheduled for the last week in October. and I shall be present at the St. Patrick’s Day celebration again this year. My enthalpy increases 
every time I think about that kindly Irishman and 
the friendly festivities revolving around his birth- 

o day each year. 

ak I am very happy to hear that there are some men 
eo ae on campus with courage enough to defy custom cg ao fi fii and let their beards grow. My one regret has al- i fy y. oe, 2) ’ ways been that I was never able to sport a Van i Py 7 - ‘ Dyke like the other boys. 

Pd Seal a cae a See you soon. 
VA cf \ =} Sincerely yours, 

_ Py r) Wd : . ps 45) iS) “Oscar” the Iron Man 

. . a ‘ Pe : Editor’s Note: Oscar will, as usual, stay at Triangle -— = — = = a Fraternity during his visit. 
— = — . = eee = Scholarships ° 

a ee pes ea ee ———— The James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation of 
Cleveland is again offering undergraduate engineers One too good to pass “Sisiigen Semen a hot moment in the the Opportunity to compete with other undergraduate 
engineers for money, scholastic honor, and industrial 

Tau Beta Pi recognition. Awards will be presented to students sub- 
Tau Beta Pi, honorary all engineering fraternity, mitting papers describing the use of arc welding in 

met at the Union on Tuesday evening, February 17, design, manufacturing, construction, or maintenance. and laid plans for the coming year. Special feature of For details, write the Foundation. 
the evening was the reading of the minutes. (please turn to page 38) 
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by W. M. Haas ¢’49 

Photos Courtesy Pickands, Mather, and Company 

The WISCONSIN ENGINEER is a veritable migration. The resort time, but their importance is mostly 

wishes to acknowledge the capable business is among the most impor- historical. The Montreal and the 

and willing assistance of Mr. Er- tant in the state. Cary mines were both opened the 
nest Bean, State Geologist, in com- os 

piling the information for this, the Therefore it is not strange that same year, and both were originally 

first in a series of articles on the in this setting of relaxation and rec- worked by crude open pit methods. 

mining industry in Wisconsin. reation the state’s iron ore mining The ore outcrop dips steeply to the 

—_W.M.H. industry frequently escapes notice. north, however, and soon it became 

While this industry is not large impractical to use open pit methods. 

compared. with the great Mesabi It became necessary to develop a 

One usually thinks of Northern Range in Northern Minnesota, it is system of shafts and drifts to re- 

Wisconsin as the land of fishing, significant that Wisconsin has been move the ore. 

hunting, and summer resorts; deep mining iron ore up new* Take et The Montreal mine, located at 

snows and pretty little lakes nestled perior more or less continuously for : : 
the village of that name, is operated 

in the woods. Northern Wisconsin 62 years. There are at present two 
. . : ‘ . ; presently by Oglebay, Norton, and 

is widely advertised as a vacation- active mines in Wisconsin, both of C ‘As the d df 
. . h Hurl There h b lompany. As the demand for ore 

land; and, indeed, the influx of them near Hurley. ere have been 4 
is ‘he i oy ¢ other developments from time to has increased, and the ore near the 

tourists af the Sgning of summer P surface has been depleted, the three 

t wie shafts have been sunk deeper and 

VY 3 deeper. The deepest is now 3,354 

Cy é feet below the surface, or 1,838 feet 

aN ‘ below mean sea level. The first year 

“S , the mine was worked, it produced 

J AS e ; 47,000 tons of ore. By the late nine- 

; ties, the mine was producing 200,000 

ty tons annually. A production peak 

i was reached in 1915, when 660,000 

Bes tons of ore were shipped. In recent 

o. a years the Montreal mine has aver- 

oy aged a million tons yearly, with a 

ae . peak during one war year of one 

Ea and one-quarter million tons. 

iy ai ' A view of the The production at the Cary mine 

a core drilling ma- has always been somewhat smaller. 

hel ail chine used to sink From a start of 25,000 tons during 

c cae the shaft at the the first year’s operation, production 

a . i q Cary Mine. has gradually increased up to an 

q ae average of 310,000 tons annually in 

BS / . : recent years. As was the case with 

era the Montreal mine, the increase in 

Zo _ ot production has been due to the de- 

& % a 7. 1 7 velopment and use of improved 

ee, E — iH * machinery and methods, as well as 

oy deg " i = toe to the rising demand. It should be 
idebectia Aa 2 de ae a - 

‘ aren. f \- Bis ta: pointed out that this increase in 

i, st ‘ iW rae RAT , production has been a general 

A ae ee Oe =a trend. That is, the tonnage shipped 
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any given year has not always been ~... 

greater than that of the preceding ae 
year. In fact, during some years no J : ee oa 
ore was shipped at all. y ee i. oem, es 

The Cary mine, now operated by ue a eee s 
Pickands, Mather, and Company, i 4 a ‘ 
has recently undergone considerable Ma _ he ti ye 4 ‘ 

redevelopment work. When this : i a Met : 
mine was changed from the open ‘ _ Ne ‘ge Bee 
pit type, the shaft was sunk on the 1 oe Ley 
natural slope of the ore vein. At the Looking up the oe a s a — 

time, this was an expedient method. bore hole from a 4 AS i : ee oe Z 
Due to the natural shifting of the depth of 175 feet. yh, b a Te vf 

rock, however, and the settling > ner < a ed 
caused by the mining operations, | Ee: — 
this inclined shaft became difficult Ving — 
to maintain. The guides for the 

skips would get out of alignment. 

Therefore it was decided to sink a 

vertical shaft and develop a new 

system of drifts to reach the ore 

deposits. 

The losstion cof this shafe meant hand load the broken rock into shaft toward an ultimate junction 
that it would have to be sunk buckets to be hoisted to the surface with the new shaft. The excavated 
through solid granite. Now, to start and disposed of there. The engi- material was removed through the 
from the surface and excavate a neers at Cary, however, used an un- existing shaft. When the pilot shaft 
shaft (large enough to accommo- usual method of mining to reduce and the drift at the bottom had 
date air and water lines, and allow the cost of the shaft. They em- been joined, the real work of sink- 
for the passage of a skip) is a diffi- ployed a huge core drill to sink a ing the new shaft began. Dynamite 
cult, slow, and costly undertaking. pilot hole to the required depth. charges were set around the pilot 
Holes must be drilled in the rock This drill was fed with steel shot as hole in such a manner that when 
at the bottom of the excavation, it rotated, thus cutting out a cylin- they were fired, the broken rock fell 
the holes loaded with dynamite, drical core. This core was lifted to through the core hole to the tun- 
then the miners must leave the ex- the surface in convenient lengths as nel at the bottom. Thus the shaft 
cavation while the powder charges the hole became deeper and deeper. crew could go to the bottom of the 
are exploded. After the smoke and While the core drilling was being enlarged shaft and immediately 
dust has settled, they must return done from the surface, other crews start drilling holes for the next 
to the bottom of the excavation and were tunneling from the existing charge. In this manner the pilot 

shaft was enlarged to form a rec- 
See tangular shaft of the required size. 

ae eT aT ogee Meanwhile, another crew in the 
oo. u i tunnel was loading the broken rock, 
Sak eee ae with the help of machines, into cars 
— cs 5 ah es for transportation to the old shaft 
a eS aes a 3 ~S and removal to the surface. This 
r Bie: : ae : ao method can only be used in a situa- 
oe i. — — - Two cores re- tion where a shaft already exists, 

me “i . fe ee iioved fEOm the but it certainly was a worth while FL & anaes a = Cary shaft. They di the Ca ine 
ase : . Se a xe et a, exceed 5 feet in expedient iat: the Fy mane. 

~. > ee Hi AS i. “je, diameter. The new system of shafts and 
_ . uf i E" ce drifts is the most important part of 
—e Ss ' ae ee the new developmental work, but im- 
Pin, —_. provements have been made on the 
Rs aie e surface, too. New hoisting equip- 

" : , ment has been provided at the shaft 

. a Sa (please turn to page 24) 
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St. Pat E i 6 t. Pat Experiment 3 
by C. Strasse &49 

OBJECT: point slide rule for calculations un- PROCEDURE: 

To prolong the memory of St. der water. The latter was necessary, Now, in these post-war years, the 

Pat, the first engineer, and to show because the heat created when he lawyers seem to resign themselves 
the world that engineers are not worked his slide rule was so intense to their respective muck-rakes. The 

dull people, and like their share of the iridium hair line threatened to celebration of St. Pat is carried on 

fun. At the same time, to enlight- start a chain reaction. without outside disturbances. This 

en mankind as to the unscrupulous- PAST ATTEMPTS: celebration takes form in choosing 

ness of so-called lawyers. St. Pat was first recognized at an appropriate St. Pat, a beard grow- 
THEORY: Wisconsin in 1912, when the engi- ing contest, a St. Pat’s dance, and a 

According to legend, the country neering students of that year pa- basketball game between the Engi- 

of Ireland was once plagued by two raded the original Blarney Stone neers and the Lawyers. 

equally bad errors of Mother Na- around Madison in a carriage drawn St. Pat is chosen by the students’ 

ture, snakes and lawyers. It wasn’t by two snow-white horses. h € but y dd ick 

until St. Pat, then an unknown, In 1919 the first full-fledged pa- pure ae ° Baz anc dance tie 
came along that the Irish air took rade was held. It was a peaceful il SE 'EREEN (REELON 1B candidate 
on a new and healthier smell. St. affair. sells Be ete = certain number of 

Pat accomplished this monstrous Everything went well until 1923 es te mad a utton di - 

feat by inventing the first worm- when a few shysters, who had hitch- er for ¢ ise wo-eh Mules ef 

drive gear, with which he drove the hiked back from purgatory, kid- aden: agcor ik SOMES sane ¢ 

reptiles with their bar stools, walk- napped that year’s elected St. Pat. ‘h eats: i each Course. pmo , 

ing sticks, and money bags out of This started the annual feud be- a he ce as a Sas 
the fair land. To make this possible tween the Engineering and Law a the b S get “tke es, de, 

he first surveyed and paved, single- schools, which was brought to a Thnd BEE — i Z © = “1 
handed, the well known road to bloody end in 1939, but not before es tancentic ets sell for $2.00 an 

Hades. Here his inventive ability much throwing of eggs, bloodening are good er Points also. Noe every- 

came into play, enabling him to de- of noses, and blackening of eyes. one can i. = Pat candidate, of 

sign the first left-handed Monkey In the following years (1940 and eontess: ae BBIRESE NE ee 

Wrench, with which he removed the 1941) the fighting—oops! ‘“feud- chooses one man for their hopefu 

gates to said fiery abode so that the ing”’—was replaced by engineering candidate. 

slimy workers of iniquity could expositions, and the creation of Last year the A.ILE.E. candidate 
slither through. In his spare mo- OSCAR, the iron man, said to be Harry McMahon won. This year’s 

ments, the great St. Pat also in- a brainstorm of the great St. Pat hopefuls are: 

vented calculus and the first ball- himself. (please turn to page 26) 
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These two cuts (developed from a 35 mm. movie film) show some of the spirit in the 1931 parade. At the right is Oscar’s long-lost 
brother in his last public appearance. 
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Al i N t 

by J. J. Kunes e48 

L. Hunholz e’49 

— EE— ing by the University of Wisconsin Dr. Ernst Henry Krause (’34) has g by y y 

Roy C. Muir (’05), a company and in 1942 a similar honor was con- received the Honorable Mention Eta 

vice president of the General Elec- ferred by Manhattan College. Kappa Nu recognition award for 

tric Company, has retired after more 1947 “By virtue of his important 

than 42 years of service. After grad- a contributions to American Commu- 

uation from the University of Wis- oa —_ nication Security and the develop- 

consin he went to work on “Test” a ment of counter - measures against 

: for G.E. and soon graduated to tur- sf | ee . guided bomb attacks in World War 

bine designing. From there he join- FF. oo II, and his activities for his commu- 

ed the Power and Mining Engineer- | Pe a nity...” 

ing Department and later scrved eS oo a Having received his BS degree in 

three years as a commercial engi- D — — ag n 1934, he continued on in the gradu- 

neer for the International General 3 : 2 ow ey ate school to obtain his MS in 1935 

Electric Company. , _ . and in 1938 his PhD in Physics. His 

He served for eight years as an as- : 4 ee active interest in photography aided 
. = ae a him in his research with rockets 

_. ™ when he co-authored, among many 

- * other technical articles, “Photogra- 

- — fC phy From the V-2 at Altitudes Up 

a. - | 5 NY : to 160 Kilometers”. 

; a . f rae He began working at the Naval 3 _ = g g 
—— . Research Laboratory in Washington, 

» Ma, Ge D. C., devoting his time to studies 
eee os Photo Courtesy G.E. Corp. : . 
agi, = A and development work in pulse in- 
a eet poe Al 
| Jean f William Frackelton telligence systems. Later he was as- 

o fe, o co signed to developing and testing ra- 

7 ame Willi B. Frackel , dio control systems which cou!d not 

NN .. , Miam Wb. Brackelton ( 28) ‘was be jammed. One system developed 
_ recently appointed district sales : : _ 

: a is outstanding in its performance to- 
a oe manager of the Central District of day 

_ the General Electric Chemical De- . 
Co . When the Germans began using 

, : partment, it was announced by Don- . a 
2 guided missiles in 1943, Krause was 

ald S. McKenzie, general sales man- _. 
put to work supervising the develop- 

ager for the department. : 
. . . ment of counter - measures against 

Photo Courtesy G.E. Corp. Associated with General Electric hi . : . 
. : this threat. This seemingly impos- 

. since 1928, when he enrolled in the 5 3 
Roy C. Muir sible task was accomplished very ef- 

G.E. Test Course, Mr. Frackelton . . 
: fectively by Doc and his staff; no 

was a sales representative for the hi 3 ‘ — . 
. : ship equipped with his jamming 

sistant engineer in the industrial de- Industrial Department in 1930. ih equipment was struck by a flying 

partment of G.E., in 1930 becoming 1933 he received a year of special bomb. 

ie i . training at G.E. headquarters in 
general assistant in charge of ad h § a : After the war he continued his re- 
ministration for the Designing and Schenectady before returning to h , —_ 

: . : eo 5a er search as head of the Guided Missile 
Engineering Departments and the Chicago as district specialist in in- Subdivisi : 

; : ‘ : ubdivision of the Laboratories, be- 
works laboratories. Since 1934 he dustrial electronic control. . 1 ‘bl ; 

has been vi ident in charge of A native of Lead, South Dak ing partly responsible for the Navy's as been vice pres charge , ‘ of Lead, Sotith Dakota, Aerobee rocket and directly respon- 
engineering. the new district manager has been sible for the NRL Neptune sounding 

In 1939 he was awarded the hono- with the Arnold Engineering Com- eoeleer 

rary degree of Doctor of Engineer- pany for the past two years. (please rn to page 30) 
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Science Highlights 
by Robert Johnson e’50 

SILICONE RUBBER ADHESIVE ponents and quantities of metallic elements dispersed 

A new adhesive expressly designed for bonding sili- in non-metallic carriers. 

cone rubber to itself and to glass, metals, and ceramics The Fluorescence Analysis Unit consists of an X-ray 

has been developed by the General Electric Company. generator, a rotating indexing holder for four speci- 

This bonding agent has properties similar to silicone mens, a special collimating system, a goniometer having 

rubber in that it remains resilient and flexible over a a scale graduated from 0° to 90°, a crystal, and a 

temperature range of —70° F. to 520° F. In addition, Geiger counter. The crystal and the Geiger counter 

it may be used in bonding glass to glass, glass to metal, are mounted on and positioned by arms which tra- 

and metal to metal. verse the goniometer arc. 

METALS COMPARATOR A rock salt crystal is employed for determinations 

A new portable metals comparator by G. E. provides 2e elements ranging fron atomic numbers 20 to 1, 

a nondestructive test for magnetic or nonmagnetic and a calcium fluoride crystal is used for the elements 

: 5 ; , from 42 to 50. 
parts. Comparison of their chemical analysis and heat 
treatment is used to sort the metals. The technique employed with this new apparatus 

Discrimination is based mainly on the permeability makes an entirely new approach to many of industry's 

of magnetic metals, and on the resistivity of nonmag- problems of metal analysis and control. By comparing 

netic materials. Its wide range of test frequencies ex- ae reflection aeggles: of ‘the unknown alloy tls these 

tends from 50 to 10,000 cycles per second. The low of standardized samples, a rapid determination of the 

test frequencies are used in sorting magnetic parts, and percentage of a component present in the alloy may be 

the higher ranges are provided for the nonmagnetic made. 

separations. SILENT SWITCHES 

ELECTRON DIFFRACTION INSTRUMENT Hydrogen gas in the “button” of a new 10 ampere ~ 

A quick analysis of surfaces and thin layers of ma- silent light switch cools and quenches the arc and ‘PES 

terials such as metals, ceramics, and plastics is available vents oxidation of the mercury when the circuit is 

with this new research tool. Not more than five seconds broken. 

are usually required for the exposure of the photo- A metal enclosure consisting of mercury-to-mercury 

graphic plate used in the apparatus; and in many cases, contacts enclosed in two special metal alloy disks glass 

this electron diffraction instrument will detect and help sealed on a ceramic barrier contains the mercury for 

identify chemical changes before they are detectable by these switches. 

any other means. Recently developed by the General Electric Com- 

Specimens of from .1 to 4 inches in diameter may pany, the new mercury switch promises its users smooth, 

be analyzed. The instrument directs an electron beam silent operation for a long time. It has been tested for 

at the specimen and photographs the resulting diffrac- half a million makes and breaks. 

tion pattern. The pattern consists of rings, the sharp- CENTRAL HEATING VIA ELECTRICITY. 

ness, intensity, and diameter of which indicate the 

composition and arrangement of the crystals present All-electric central heating units for the home have 

in the specimen. been undergoing tests for the last several years. The 

The instrument is valuable in the study of corrosion, Electromode Corporation has announced that the econ- 

metallurgy, lubricants, catalysts, pigments, and surface omy and efficiency of these heating plants compare 

deposits. It has been used in the study of corrosion favorably with the conventional type of home heating 

resistant alloys to be used in gas turbines. apparatus: 
The experience gained during the war in adapting 

GEIGER COUNTER—X-RAY DIFFRACTION electrical heating to submarines and trailers has been 

METAL ANALYSIS UNIT applied to heating entire houses. These units may be 

Rapid quantitative metal analysis is made possible installed in new houses, or they may be installed .as 

by a new Norelco Geiger Counter Fluorescence Analy- replacement units. Two thermostats are used to com- 

sis Unit. The new unit determines quantitatively the bine maximum heating flexibility with economical oper- 

purity of metals or the percentages of alloying com- (please turn to page 32) 
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by C. Leyse m’48 
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A KEEN interest in internal com- ship to the University of Wisconsin. ROBERT H. FISCHER, born in 

bustion engines brought Mohamed Arriving on the campus in the Brussels, Belgium, in 1922, has trav- 
El Wakil from Egypt to the Uni- spring of 1946, Bill started research eled rather extensively since the age 
versity of Wisconsin. On the cam- on Diesel engines. His specific proj- of fifteen when he went to France to pus he is known as “Bill” Wakil ect is the “Instantaneous Measure- attend a college in the Alps. He re- 
and is seen spending a great portion ment of Temperature of Non-lumi- turned to Brussels the following 
of his time in the Heat-Power Lab- nous Hot Gases.” Bill received his year and in 1940 completed his high 
oratory in the Mechanical Engineer- Master of Science degree in January school education there. Bob was 
ing building. of 1947, for which he submitted a then called to serve his country and 

Bill was born in Alexandria, Progress report on his research did so until the armistice with Ger- Egypt, in 1921. All of his early Project. At present he is working many later that year. Evidently not years were spent there and it was towards his Doctorate which he ex- much pleased with the occupation, 
there that he completed high school. pects to obtain next year, and for he went to France where he spent 
For further study Bill went to Cairo which he will submit a thesis on his the remainder of 1940 and part of where he attended Fouad I Univer- research project. 1941 in Toulouse and Nice trying to sity. Bill graduated from this Uni- After completing his schooling get out of the occupation zone. He 
versity in 1940 with a Bachelor of Bill intends to spend about two succeeded in reaching Morocco and 
Science in Mechanical Engineering. years gaining practical experience from there went to Trinidad and the He immediately went to work for in some industrial plants in the United States where he enlisted in 
the Egyptian Government on a United States. Following this he the Belgian forces of the British 
waterworks project. This project will probably spend a few years Army. Bob passed through Canada 
was initiated to supply pure drink- working for the Egyptian Govern- en route to England, and following 
ing water to nearly a million people ment purchasing bureau in Wash- the invasion in 1944 he fought with 
of Fayoum Province, 100 mi ington, D. C.,, before returning to the Belgian forces through France, 
south of Cairo. For two years Bi his native land. Belgium, Holland and Germany. He 
served oa resident SEBINSEE On the Bill chose to come to the United then returned to the United States oon dating which time he res States because of what he already in the fall of 1945 to be discharged, 
in charge of the Diesel power plan knew about it. Since being here he since it was here that he had origi- there. : has been particularly impressed by nally enlisted. 

While working on the waterworks the vast industries and resources, ; an . project Bill became interested in equality of opportunity, extensive Bob has a sister living in the Unit. 
coming to the United States for research carried on in all fields, the ed States and it was her recom- further study and the Egyptian way children are brought up to be mendation that prompted him to Government awarded him a scholar- (please turn to page 28) (please turn to page 37) 
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== The Way We See I 

Cu eriorit 99 cepted by many thinking people. By now it should be quite evident 

Pp y Others recognize the fact that there what we are trying to get at when 

teseems.co bea Basie Gree of Tike is such a practice, and that it is not we inquired your age. Yes, you 

that man must be superior to some- good, but the HABEnStty, of its com should vote in the elections of this 

one else if he is to have any peace of rection leaves ‘thea with = feeling country where you can vote as you 

mind. Superiority is a relative of inadequacy to cope with He Few- please. What is more important, 

thing, sa the modes of attaining er truly intelligent and Souetve peo- however, is how do you please to. 

that superiority are two. Primarily, - condone discrimination than vote? Are you going to vote for the 

man can actually better himself by bane wf tee. It would seem, in candidate whose radio voice pleases 

hard work, learning, and good ace of this, that hope for the col you most, or who promises to reduce 

sound thinkiag. Secondly, he ean ored race lies in better education— your: taxes;, or who ‘will vote for’ a 

better his relative standing by sup- for the whites. The other things veterans’ bonus? Unfortunately, that 

pressing the fellow next to him. will follow. is how many a voter decides in which 

When the two are employed simul- —RJM square he will mark his “X”. He lis- 

taneously, the result is quite im- a tens to some fine oratory, and reads 

pressive. of the other party’s failings or faults 

Now, if this plan is to be carried Mud Study without inquiring very deeply into 

out, the man must decide who he the significance of these remarks. 

is to suppress. It should be as in- Course . . 

conspicuous as possible, since to call To vote intelligently, one must be 

much attention to his campaign Have you reached your twenty- able to see ‘Past the fancy phrases 

would mean failure. The best pos- first birthday yet? and determine how @ Promise Can 

sible person to suppress is someone With a considerable number of a = rr (if i can) and what 

who has been held down so long veterans enrolled in the university, the ae wall Bes A veterans Bowtis 
that people no longer notice his nang sales Gan samme ye” we would ea fine gift, but does it look 

plight. That accomplished, the next that query. Probably at no other so attractive when we realize that we 

thing to do is to have the govern- time has there been as large a per- eh pay Righes faxes of Zales textes 

ment tax the poor devil to help sup- centage of “older” students here at fo nance Wt On the other hand, an 

Port a good institution of learning. Wisconsin. If you have reached your mae ae a — 

Having done that, deny him the — snaiority, this subject should be of fy pe me families 
right to attend the school that his vital interest to you. No, we are not budget, but can we afford to take 

money is going to support. From ferri heth, chances with our security, or dare 
oe referring to whether or not you can ‘ 

here: on. the going: is pretty: easy: legally enter any of the local gin we falter on our program of feeding 

Let the generations pile up on the mille ° the hungry people of the world? 

practice, and practically no effort , . And isn’t he who slings mud often 

at all is necessary to establish su- The daily papers are currently trying to cover up some mistake of 

periority. giving a good deal of space and at- his own? The point is, we must sift 

All this sounds pretty cynical, but tention to the coming elections. The fact from fallacy, and genuine ac- 
it is not hard to draw a strikingly political parties, both major and mi- tion from subterfuge. 

close parallel from actual cases. If nor, are selecting Grade A timber 

there were a race of people who (politically speaking) as planks for This is election year, and probably 

were all born with a number in the their platforms with one hand. With one of the most critical periods in 

center of their foreheads, those peo- the other, they are collecting some our history. Certainly what we de- 

ple would probably be chosen to mighty powerful ammunition to cide now will have a great effect 

suffer suppression by virtue of their blast their opponents with at the upon our future lives. Yes, we 

easy identification. As it is, the col- proper time. Yes, they have already should vote, and know what we are 

ored people have been chosen. It fired a few rounds to test their guns voting for, 

has gone on so long that it is ac- and to sound out their foes, —WMH 
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by Chuck Strasse e’49 

FLASH FLASH FLASH ST. PAT VS. BLACKSTONE Like a guard at Old Bailey, he took 
NEW CLUB STARTED ON by Cal Culus his shillalah 

CAMPUS The sons of St. Patrick are brave While the spectators came from 
During the past month a new and men and. bold afar. 

unique organization has been start- And quite unaccustomed to fear, With murderous intent, he most 

ed among the engineering students. But the bravest of all was a man, suddenly went 
The name of this club is “OSCU- I am told, For Ivan, the fighting loy-yar. 

LATIONS ANONYMOUS.” The Called Abdul, the young engineer. Th few ¥ decad 
charter members of the club formed £ potten eggs Mew" tor @. decacte 
it because of the frustrations they When they needed a blade to lead hile ef ¢ dota” k 

have suffered due to their present the parade While the “Sage of Mendota” kept 

bearded condition. The club will be Or to fill all the lawyers with fear, . score, . . 

disbanded on March 14th or short- To remove any doubt, they all set Till they finally said, we're so dog- 

ly thereafter. up a shout one meat Head 
xk OR For Abdul, the brave engineer. We'd better not fight any more. 

Engineer: “I made my foktutie by There are heroes a-plenty, and men So the dust settled down on this 
hard work and strenuous saving. known to fame college town, 

Former Lawyer: “I sold a used 1, the ranks of the men of the bar; And left the atmosphere clear. 
Sake he ee But most famous of all was a man We now hold a dance, where we 

In ohil hy clase: by the name get our chance 

n paiosopay classs Of Ivan, the scheming loy-yar. To hail ST. PATRICK, THE 
Prof.: “Wise men hesitate; fools FIRST ENGINEER. 

are certain.” He could imitate Crosby, play xo Ox 

Student: “Are you sure of that?” schafskopf or pool, In a certain cemetery an epitaph 

Prof.: “Yes, I’m certain.” Or perform on the Spanish guitar; reads: “Here lies an atheist. All 
x x x In fact, quite the cream of the whole dressed up and no place to go.” 

For women with the new look: shyster team a » = 

If the shoe fits, buy a smaller size. Was Ivan, the “smoothie” loy-yar. Prof.: “Are you cheating in this 
« « . examination?” 
KK Ok One day this bold fellow found an Law Student: “No, sir. I was only 

More about beards: A certain egg freshly laid sdilinew Whew big nose was. dzipeia 

Ch.E. grad. student was offered And walked down State Street with 8 as Pping 
on my paper. 

money, for a shave and a cup of a sneer. eee 
coffee, by a kindly old woman. He He seemed unafraid, when he met . ey 

can now be seen walking along State the parade Coed EO St. Pat candidate: 
street with a tin cup. (Why don’t Led by Abdul, the proud engineer. don’t care if you are a volunteer 

he Uni Dick? fireman, keep your hand off my you try the Union steps, Dick?) - 
ee * Young man, said Abdul, is the law hose! 

" ‘ school so dull x OK 
Pat nee and more excuses: That you’re anxious to end your He who laughs last has found a 
“After all, a fellow should sow 2 ‘ his wild . career? double meaning. 

1s wildsoats: i For infidel, know, your egg hit the Ok Ok 
“Yes, but don’t mix in so much . . . eyes toe : Never let it be said that the Wis- 

kok * Of Abdul, the bold engineer. consin Engineer purposely led any- 

. ne astray. 
Air Corps So take your last look at your “Evi- ees eee kok Ok 

“This one is on the house,” said dees Book or ep bi 1 

the gull as he headed out to sea. And send your regrets to the bar. lege” ma fig gun ar co 
x OK Ok i ‘ : : 

i . By this, T imply, you are going to His Father: “Then why don’t I 
A rattlesnake is just an eel with die, hear better reports?” 

a crap game in the back room. Oh, Ivan, conniving loy-yar. (please turn to page 26) 
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oN SP i telephone dial governors 

’ — a « 3 a MO, Most production lines in Western Electric plants 

é , pF 3 EB, A | follow standard practices, but often it is advan- 

i i 8 ie a P tageous to custom-tailor an assembly line to do 

Di i | . ._ Ss a specific job better. To control the mass pro- 

cg a a ues alll yi a duction of delicate telephone dial governors to 

Lae re <P Ce exacting standards, Western Electric engineers 

“Se es a a Mi . a L designed this “merry-go-round” conveyor with 

di _— = 2... oe its ingenious assembly fixtures, It both simplifies 

. 7 ~~“ _- LC : the operation and reduces the time of assembly. 

’ ™ Ss oe ee 

Cable at the “Cross Roads” »> Se eee 3 

This “Cross Roads” guide plate through which & «| pee. Zee a 

pulp-insulated wires are rushing, keeps the wires fess) Se VEL = a 

in their proper relative position while being a ean YL A —o 

twisted into units of 101 pairs before being fash- * Meer: ILA RE 

ioned into a telephone cable. The wires passing ae UY Lae GE 
. re PID ee ee Bee eS 

through the guide plate to the flyer strander are “a SY ee ag A a ———— 

kept at a uniform tension by means of a torque Wi ae 3 P di 

motor and a very sensitive control device at each ) ie ee L 

of the 101 supply reels. Designed by Western aw \ ee a a 

Electric engineers, this mechanism prevents de- y a —* eo 

fects by keeping the wires from being stretched rg <S Le Re 

as they move along. ~ ~ ~ 

Engineering problems are many and varied at Western Electric, where 

manufacturing telephone and radio apparatus for the Bell System is the primary 

job. Engineers of many kinds—electrical, mechanical, industrial, chemical, 

metallurgical—are constantly working to devise and improve machines and proc- 

esses for mass production of highest quality communications equipment, 

Western Electric 
x = & A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882 7 7 7 
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Heat Power Lab .. . Cantilo 
of Wisconsin for further study and all operating equipment will be So far three students have volun- 
research purposes. complete. The laboratory commit- teered to help set up the exhibits, 

A little - publicized project being tee, consisting of Mr. T. J. Schweit- in response to notices posted on the 

initiated in the Lab’s annex, in T-25, zer and Mr. P. S. Myers in addition bulletin boards. Work on the Jumo- 

is a small-throat, supersonic wind to Mr. Feiereisen, are stumped by 004 is to be done by Jan Urdal and 

tunnel. This is to be powered by an the usual materials-and-manpower the “Engineer’s” R. J. Mitchell. 
aircraft engine which drives a super- shortage. Steam fittings are very G. J. Kamerling is to work on 
charger compressing unit. hard to get, and work has been a jet propulsion demonstration, em- 

Another interesting piece of equip- hampered by the recent retirement bodying a minijet engine such as is 

ment is the G. E. dual turbine unit. of Mr. Henry W. Woodstock. Mr. used for model airplanes. The mini- 
It is constructed to run with either Woodstock has been with the heat- jet delivers 24% pounds of thrust. 

bork i izectl ower lab since shortly after the ‘ : 
of Doth: tiebities connected direct y P ' iis. a Other projects for which workers 
to the steam generating unit, or with present M. E. building was built. : 

° : : 5 . are needed are: 1) construction of 
one turbine feeding the other Work is being carried on at pres- : : : . an electrolytic loading device for 
through a reheater. A complete ent by Mr. W. H. Chamberlin and . 

. : dynamometers, 2) construction of 
control board for observation of a squad of ten part-time student 1 3 ‘ 

hoo : an electronic speed control for in- 
performance and synchronization of helpers. The manpower shortage is : . 

. : . ternal combustion engine tests, and 
the two generators has been in- expected to be a continued hin- 3 . f i fl 

stalled. drance in the maintenance of the ) construction of an air flow meas- 

It is not possible at this time to equipment even after installation is uring system for internal combus- 

set a date at which installation of complete. tion engines. 

B ll B i a ed ring S$ © © e (continued from page 9) 

Following this is the assembly by hand. All this, plus the plant’s as impact gages, motion picture 
operation. Here the inner race is modern air conditioning, results in cameras, and railway track record- 

held in a special fixture; the outer a product that is free from contam- ers are turning to miniature ball 

race is dropped over it with its fill- ination and is true to tolerance. In bearings. 

ing notch opposite to the notch of a product such as this the slightest Another item wherein more and 
the inner race. Through this open- bit of dust of corrosion a do mote ball bearings are being used is 
ing the balls are inserted—the last much to nullify the use of the bear- equipment that sees almost continu- 

few slightly springing the tempered ing. ; ; ; ous operation, such as small motors, 

races in order to enter. Then the Many uses are being ound for chronometers; and! barometers. 
bearings are ready to run the gaunt- these ball bearings in places where ‘ i 4 

let of final inspection. the shock that is inherent to the b a edt $0: oe hee ss ate users 
‘ ; ‘ : : t 

After it has survived this, each job would break a jewel of the same that nee earings that ate resistan 

bearing is given an individual bath diameter and where the friction of to Sal bea or are ade ‘a ette, 
in a special solution that is used but the jewel would be too great. For oe i ephee th, mace © rm 
once. Also, during these last oper- these and other properties more and ess Stee! OF rt mma wal fo all 
ations the bearings aren’t touched more manufacturers of such articles to anticipate: uture: nee or stu 

smaller bearings, recent experimen- 
a" tl : i tal work has been done on pivot 

a a oo bearings as small as .031 inch in 
— a UU outside diameter. These bearings 
4 | _ Miniature ball use balls as small as .011 inch in 

£i . ys ee bearings being lub- diameter. 
-. <S 2 , agg xicated by hypoder- . 

# = P C | mic needle. Many new uses are now being 
4 2 . we Cr studied and tested. Among these 

Pig . are applications in new aircraft and 

i , LH a scientific instruments and in aero- 
& \ F - dynamic research. Because of the 
i ' — constant reduction in the size and 

a eSiiE - Photo Courtesy bulk of these machines and instru- 

- uw all N.H. Ball Bearings, ments, no immediate limit is seen to 
Bk os Inc. a 

ii haa iaias the market for these small precision- 
ii cal made bearings. 
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To be patentable, a technical contribu- library research experts and patent attor- 

tion must be both new and useful. At neys. Their findings and tne results of 

Standard Oil (Indiana) there exists a laboratory tests go with the disclosure to 

stimulating atmosphere in which our tech- an application committee. On the aver- 

nical men continuously contribute to age, one patent application is filed for 

progress with new, useful inventions. every seven disclosures submitted. 

The work of all our research men is re- This procedure gets results for Stand- 

viewed by trained patent advisors. When ard Oil and Standard men. We believe it 

a researcher conceives a new solution to a compares most favorably with the patent 

problem, he is encouraged to submit it in practices of other industries—and few in- 

the form of a disclosure. A careful search deed can match Standard’s record for 

is made on his behalf by Standard Oil technological progress. 

Standard Oil Compan 
(INDIANA) y 

910 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

STANDARD 

PST UO)| 
ar 
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A general view of the Cary Mine surface plant. 

head, enclosed in new, modern that the royalty is lower than on the the lower lake ports for $5.85 per 

buildings. These buildings were Mesabi ore. ton. The shipping costs (including 

completed in 1946. Th sual wotkof Raiaine 4 ‘i the rail charges from the mine to 
e actual w mini! ar- 5 

. ° on © g ies the ship) were $2.46 per ton. This 
: : s ried on the year around to provide : ‘ 

The quality of Wisconsin ore . left $3.39 gross income, out of which 
. . steady employment for the miners. . . . 

compares quite favorably with that When the ore is brought to the sur- must be paid the royalties, the min- 

of the better known Mesabi Range. face, it is loaded ‘Ke, railroad cars ers’ wages, the costs of pumping 
As it comes from the mine, Mesabi and. hauled down to Ashland, on water from the mines, and the other 

ore ranges from 47 to 57 per cent the shore of Lake Superior There operating costs. The royalty amounts 

pure iron. At the Montreal mine, die Rospex-bowon: nee are ‘hun out to about $0.37 per ton. This is 

the Hamilton grade for 1947 was machi a - whaéf that is high above somewhat lower than the Mesabi 

52.81 per cent iron and 0.056 per the snabeee The ore is veleared from Range royalties, but it is in line with 

cent phosphorus. During the same the railroad cars and falls into the lower profits of the Wisconsin 

years the. Montreal, grade tat 93:16 chutes that lead to the holds of the mining, operations, The pumping 

per cent iron and 0.038 per cent éfé ships. “These cxake have ‘been costs are considerable; great enough, 
; e ‘ ; 

phosphorus. The analysis of the eae developed for shippin in fact, to be considered as a sep- 
Ss Vi Ss. : . 

ore shipped from the Cary mine Se ne a the Cxk Lakes Ppine arate item from the other operating 
se ava i e 0) : 

was quite similar. ‘ costs. 

Because the lake shipping season The two min pl total of 
fa: 3 mines employ a total o! 

i limited to ab he Because it costs more to take the 1s ahs “ ne oot ea or elg about one thousand. men beeween 

ore from deep mines than it does months (the Soreat: males; IBRe ‘cove them. The miners live with their 

to remove it from open pits, the ered by ice during the winter), the families in communities built by the 

Wisconsin mines are at somewhat ore is stockpiled at the mines during mining companies. These villages 

of a disadvantage compared to the winter. During the navigation have local government officials just 

those in Minnesota. The Wisconsin season on the Lakes, the mines gen- as any others in Wisconsin. The 

mines have been able to compete, erally ship ore from these stockpiles village officials are all employees of 

however, as the general increase in as well as from their summer min- various departments of the mining 

production demonstrates. One fac- ing production. company. 

tor in favor of the Wisconsin ore is In 1946, iron ore was selling at (please turn to page 34) 
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oy of ae a ia States, Canada and Mexico, Square D does 

ls ££ this three-fold job: Designs and builds elec- 

i. d trical distribution and control equipment in 

OO pace with present needs—provides sound 

He’s a Square D Field Engineer... counsel in the selection of the right equipment 

his full-time job is working with industries of for any given application—anticipates trends, 

every kind and size in finding ‘a better way speeds development of new methods and 

to do it.” He talks less about theory, more equipment. 

about proven practice. He has a tremendous If you have a problem in electrical dis- 

amount of actual experience to back him up. ‘trjpution or control, call in the nearby 

Through a staff of such Field Engineers Square D Field Engineer. He makes a lot of 

located in more than 50 offices in the United _ sense in finding ‘a better way to do it.” 

For many years ADVERTISEMENTS SUCH AS THIS ONE have appeared regularly in leading business 

magazines. Their primary purpose is to build acceptance for Square D Field Engineers, practically 

all of whom come to us from leading engineering schools such as yours. 

th tn if San OMPANY 

- , | Plaa cons : eat : LOS ANGELES 

ie” 
wean iE SQUARE D CANADA, LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO © SQUARE D de MEXICO, 'S.A., MEXICO CITY, D.F. 
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SOCTAL REPORT 20 oie om pes 
E.E.— Tom Smith, sophomore Anyone can try for the prizes. RESULTS: 

from Evansville, Wisconsin. There are no picked contestants. Due to the fact that this experi- 
i j is still i hy lt 

M.E.—Ken Koehler, junior from The beards will be judged by the ment is still in progress, the results 
Chicago, Illinois Badger Beauties the night of the will not be announced until the next 

~ ee , dance. The beards will be judged issue of the Wisconsin Engineer. 
C.E.— Ramon Delgado, junior as to length, color, and originality ERROR: 

from the Dominican Republic. of trim. The latest word is that — * 4 % It is a well known fact that for M.&M.—Bill Beyer, junior from the prizes will be well worth while. 4 project to succeed, the support of 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The St. Pat’s dance, informal, all concerned is required. Fellow > ‘qd 
Ch.E.— Glen Wesenberg, junior will be held at 9:00 p.m. on March slip-stick artists, this is your affair. 

from Bloomer, Wisconsin. 13th in the Great Hall of the You alone can make it or break it. 

Union. Music will. be furnished by We all appreciate the fact that . : Don Voegeli and his orchestra. . : : > The beard growing contest this . % woe our own engineering society Ss repre- . During intermission the beard con- —— year promises to be a good one, as : sentative is on the Polygon Board ‘ test will be held and the St. Pat . . many men have started their beards . working to make this event more A A ceremony will take place. 2 ys ‘ early. The main requirement for binding among the enginecrs than 
the contest is that the contestants Final plans for the basketball ever before. It cannot be done with- must register for the affair, at the game have not been made at this out you. To miss the dance would announced date, before the dance. writing. be a big error. 

EN ONS Ss 
SSS SS NF SOS TSS Gay aS 7, OS = x, JZ aw i, te @ Re 1 A ~ Ey ZN — 4 oot) eae 

Ele SEQ F z= SS A eee 
oA). See y SF aa o A —.~* SS Ay 2 =—— — INS , S—=— BY aol Ye eee iP Ap oN a 
= v= ei SOS | ee Le. 2 — BF a} © dy Citi S ho : YE I= “fe PAA (= he df RG. oN - fy. = N/A Z\\ _ Sd 2 Ss Uae § TN pee] me BA al co \ — ae SN || oO ee = -e? GW /, TMP] | =! a a — Lp YW SC —S_ PSE eE “ Gs 417) een 4 } vi = = | eS SS Bis ‘ Se Ec wae) | Tee Oe pm Ne Eee) Yj ‘Sy | SSS a SE ——— eX en — - =— SSS Vi Ue [tener ee ——— 

Crime and Punishment, 1931 Style 

S-T-A-T-L-C oe e (continued from page 20) 

“That’s the guy I’m laying for”, said the hen as the She: “You’re so shocking.” 
farmer passed by. He: “I know, I’m an E.E.” 

x Ok x ek Ok 
Wife: “John, you’ve got a hair!” . . 
Bald-headed husband: “Hurray, that new hair tonic is The one who thinks our jokes are 

doing some good!” poor, . ; . . 
Wife: “Maybe for your secretary. The hair is on your Would straight ’way change his lapel!” views, 

* # ¥ Could he compare the jokes we 
. 5 print, Good Night (I 

ve eo ¢ na Taxi) With those we couldn’t use. " Kiss me quick, 
Kiss me cunning, x s & 
Hurry up She: “I’m perfect.” 
The meter’s running! He: “I’m practice.” 
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NW ese eee ee eee 
uh) ra ae on > ee 

\ ae TeIL t : 7 
| es | Ik Wels | 

| Wm eee Galle 

continued from page 10) —. cnpreenesemes | 

eee | | TS fT 
| | A aii ae eee 

check on programs in case the stu- of the six towers are used, and a | ae Od Li es ber | é : 

dio operator accidentally slips up. full 10 kilowatts is employed, mak- Cy NV nae j Aen H 

This brings us down to the radi- ing WKOW Wisconsin’s most pow- inv aie A y ' 5 

i i. . : . ORs |x grit at 

ating system, which is by far the erful radio station. At night, the wy ees Te 2 Gr at 

most noteworthy part of the station. power is reduced to 5 kilowatts and |e ‘am a ~ a= | 

The antenna system is made up all six towers are used. The purpose | - \beeee i ae . 4 ip 

so 7 : cos : |e en te a | 

principally of six steel towers, each of doing this is to prevent interfer- | ia . ne 4 an | 

: : a . : i oY | eta 51k ee i] 

insulated at the base and heavily ence with other radio stations to the | oy Co a dale pera ') Se ee 

. 5 . ‘ | 2 sa ve | 

guyed to withstand Wisconsin’s win- east and west of Madison sharing _ \ = 1 sl, 7 iy 

ter winds. They are situated in the the same frequency. The antenna f ee 

form of a large rectangle whose field pattern at night is a beam ap- | \ ' 

broad sides are parallel to a line proximately 40 degrees wide ori- | : ie 

running east and west. The height ented north and south. Radiation | é ri 

of the towers is 250 feet, slightly to the east and west is negligibly j Z:} ; ae 

; greater than a quarter wavelength small. Phasing equipment, manu- | | Cc 

at the operating frequency of 1070 factured by the Andrews Antenna i Ae ae ; 

kilocycles. To insure good ground Company, is used to accomplish | 

oa : : . | 

conductivity, 55 miles of copper this pattern by the proper adjust- | 

wire were buried in the form of ra- ment of phase and magnitudes of Antennae-current phase and magnitude regulatg 

dials from the bases of the towers the currents of each of the six tow- eo 

out to a distance of 385 feet. In the ers in respect to one reference tow- interference. Design work for the 

center of the rectangle, where the er. During daylight hours, radio antenna system was carried out by 
« 

radio frequency field is greatest, a waves do not skip great distances as a former University of Wisconsin 

heavy mesh made up of % inch they do at night, therefore an ap- student, Walter F. Kean EE’40, now 

copper rods was used. proximately circular pattern of ra- employed by the Andrews Antenna 

During daylight hours, only two ,  diation is used with no danger of Company of Chicago. 

eee 

~~ —rrr—O_sésa—ffeFeF i ' 

2 eT a 
Mohammed... Ve aS 

ee ey 
oF 

20th century version Oe | a . 

Immovable as Mohammed’s mountain is the orthodox passage through narrow locks and channels. Boiler weight 

power plant for a fair-sized city. Yet when power facilities and size must be pared down to make room for plenty of 

were bombed out in Antwerp, Manila, Ghent, the power fuel... boiler efficiency kept high to make fuel last. 

plant came to them...the mountain to Mohammed. B&W built the boilers for the first floating power plant, 

Appearing on short notice in the harbors of these dev- has built others like them since. In this, as in its pioneering 

astated cities, floating central stations, boilered by B&W, work in many fields, B&W illustrates its two major re- 

each with a cargo of 30,000 kilowatts, brought relief months — sources: the long experience of the past...its engineering 

, before stationary power plants could be rebuilt. At home, vision, the courage to have new ideas. 

in other emergencies, they brought succor to Jacksonville B&W offers technical graduates excellent career op- 

...to Pensacola... Vicksburg... 
portunities in diversified fields of manufacturing, sales, 

There are lots of problems in building boilers for central engineering and research. 

stations that hop about. The ships must be designed for ’ 
N-22R 

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX CO. niwivork os. N.Y. & we NEW YORK 6, N. Y. 
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ZZ. ose Wh SS 4 Bill Wakil . . . 
rovi Mg A ng apve Y (continued from page 18) 

WITH ABRASIVES/ wae quite independent, and the desire 
Sitaram Ke yy of the people to make the most of ee — wh a . . 

ee Cee everything whether it be work or Pee ene si ail . * OE 58 Pears caren ; «hoc ey play. In opposition to the above 
ee | ee a Cee Bill has a dislike for some of the 
Rs Bee one 4 ee American press and looks unfavor- oe — el bl h le’s lack of knowl- 
a 2 ee a. . £ | ably on the people’s lack of know! 

>. -_ - j i ag ce eo p edge about foreign countries and 

‘i re i een rs a 4 (7 4 es ~ : | 
<< 8 are NE oo a While the University of Wiscon- go ORG eS Ss” a eo ¥y OR ee a a a Eg oO of sin was not Bill’s choice, but that of i.e " BS f 1 ee i al 3 OP his government, he has found it 

y SS Se ee ee oe campus is wonderful and the facili- ot Bs Oe: ie ea ; 
' iT ORS. Koes ea et ee) oe ties for students very good. He PP ! Pa Ee OSA Nisha * : 

mR 34 AS : ee a C= e especially appreciates the many 
: ° q" Ge 3 HEED - extra-curricular organizations in 

‘ Al aS : which students can receive varied 
ee {| eee : and valuable experience. . Soa ‘al _ : . 

4 > ‘ While on the University of Wis- 
. .. consin campus Bill has been active 

' NORTON FLOORS are in the International Club. He has 
served as their Forums Chairman 

° We and Tours Chairman at various 
SCHOOLS Non slip. “s eF or Dry times and at present is a member of 

their Board. He is also a member of 
COLLEGES T. the Society of Automotive Engi- HE same characteristics of hardness and toughness neers. His: favorite: sport ig: awim. STORES which make Alundum abrasive so useful in grinding wheels, CES. : © sp RESTAURANTS also give it valuable properties as a wear-resistant and ming and his hobbies are stamp col- 

non-slip flooring material. , lecting and traveling. While living 
OFFICE i i i BUILDINGS Alundum Stair and Floor Tiles, for example, provide a ad Egypt he made trips = Palestine 

flat, smooth surface that is non-slip even when wet. And and Syria, and at one time spent 
INDUSTRIAL they will not wear slippery from foot traffic. There are about six months traveling about in 

PLANTS also Alundum Mosaics for use where small tiles are desired Lebanon. 
and Alundum Aggregates to add safety and durability to 

HOSPITALS terrazzo and cement floors and stairs. 

RAILROAD AND yoy, will find NORTON FLOORS providing safe walk- 
BUS STATIONS ways in thousands of buildings the country over including 

AIRPORT many in leading colleges. Catalog 1935-CP gives the ~~ 
TERMINALS full story including sizes and colors. ( a 

ii. NORTON FLOORS are just another evidence of Norton » = 
aie | leadership and ingenuity in the field of abrasives. "AG — 

a 
ea q NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER 6, MASS. f\ 
Ce ao 4 Behr-Manning, Troy, N. Y., is a Norton Division ( Nees | : tee | ‘ ee 

ee | 

Me De ) a 
7 : an >= ABRASIVES — GRINDING WHEELS — GRINDING AND LAPPING MACHINES 

REFRACTORIES — POROUS MEDIUMS. — ‘NON-SLIP FLOORS — OLD cern ey 
TS a (BEHR-MANNING DIVISION: COATED ABRASIVES AND SHARPENING STONES) 

At least there isn’t any home work with 
this independent study course. 
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SS Thousands of families say makers on the market today. And everyone _ laboratory ware. Better light from bulbs and 

ae their next coffee-maker will of them uses Pyrex brand glass parts made luminous tubes made from Corning’s glass. 

ze be glass. Why? Because they by Corning. The reason? Because Corning In all, Corning makes about 37,000 items 

like their coffee just right! makes these glass parts to close tolerances, __ in glass. Many of them have been applied in 

Glass lets you see and control the strength _ with proper sidewall thickness, of uniform fields once held by other materials. Glass 

of the brew. Glass never alters flavor, even high quality. And Corning makes glass that _gets into new jobs because Corning uses it 

when coffee stands and is reheated through- can stand heat and cold without breaking. as a material of unbounded possibilities. 

out the day in your home or ina restaurant. Everybody benefits today from Corning’s _ Perhaps some day, inthe business you select, 

And you can see at a glance when a glass knowledge of glass. You get a better cup of glass will be able to cut costs, improve pro- 

coffee-maker is clean...so your next brew coffee. Better food cooked in Pyrex ware. cesses, or add to the saleability of your 

will be as rich and amber-clear as the first. Better soup processed in Corning glass pip- product. That’s the time to remember us. 

There are five excellent glass coffee- ing, Better vitamins extracted with Corning Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y. 

( ORNING NY IN PYREX WARE AND OTHER CONSUMER, TECHNICAL AND ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS > Dy J J 

: CT 
, 1 

eer TR TD ey 
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TIM | Altai: Notes ooo. pee 
PROVES L. L. Ludwigsen (’29), 18 years G. G. Post (’04) retired recently 

. 8 with General Electric X-Ray Cor- after 41 years of service with the 
Galvanized zinc-coateo) Sheets poration and formerly manager of Wisconsin Electric Power Company, 

Stay Stronger Longer the Merchandise (Supplies) Depart- Milwaukee. 
. ‘ After his graduation he served as 

~ = assistant instructor and later as in- 

eS ON sii — structor of electrical engineering un- 
ee Bo til 1906, when he accepted a posi- 

i a So : . as : tion with the Milwaukee Electric 
he so oe as a o. Railway and Light Company (now 

3 a — = oO the Wisconsin Electric Power Com- 
G1 34 YEARS... . Erected in 1913, and es } pany). A series of promotions fol- . A covered with heavy-gauge galva- fo = | eae 

nized sheets, this Tennessee con- ee fUhU 
centrating plant of the A/Z Company, — pay 
is still in excellent condition after more i oe , than 3 decades of service. Painted Beeae <__, | oe ae. 
with Gray Metallic Zinc Paint in 1932. cea a oo Ey . on 2 

——n =" ~ AN aoa — os OM tie 6 Ni a 3 pee a E aus Wied! a m Ne Onn - 4 eu 2 2 

is busissdaear t : look ths an GE. X-Ray Corp je j 
n building for the future, loo . L. Ludwigsen ‘ a 

to the past for proof of a build- ae F ing material's strength .. . du- ment, was recently named head of rs 
rability . . . service. With gal- the newly-created Services Depart- F c a 

vanized (zinc-coated) roofing ment, directing two types of service 4 As 4 ; 
epdai ng, Ie cree activities—Engineering Services and : oe, As EE | 

“So i i oS ae aL of Zinc. So for low-cost, long- Commercial Services. og Sod aE 
time service, choose the build- a ee See ae 
ing material that’s proved by r a 
TIME itself . . . galvanized Gs G: Pos 

sheets. Send coupon for infor- lowed, until in 1929 he was appoint- 
ot bale Ge ee ‘i ee ed vice president in charge of power, 

and equipment stronger longer. : ae the position he held at the time of 
3 te cae A his retirement. 

WNSTI7, ww sg vos ge : : < Wo re gene _ soneny Po ‘ ad - y : He is a member of the Engineers’ 
Seances Test Suonied sheets: De . — ‘ : Society of America and of the Na- 

OF qu 2 oz. of Zine per aq. ft. y e ; ae one pu | tional Electric Light Association, 

AMERICAN ZINC INSTITUTE J A ai has served: @8, wovessl ATER Co ‘ ittees. Room 2634 « 35 E. Wacker Dr. Chicago 1, Ill. - o | \*¢ eee 

FREE BOOKLETS! Le CME ° CC Arthur Jack (’37) is Superintend- pone eee 
1 ! ity W: Light - 1 Send me without cost or obligation the ! H. A. Schlintz eat of City . Stee and git, a mu 
| illustrated booklets I have checked. I nicipal utility in Jefferson, Wis. ! © Repair Manual on Galvanized Roof: | Harvey A. Schlintz (42) is doing During the war years he designed 
! ing and Siding ! television research and construction the electrical distribution system of 
1 C Facts about Galvanized Sheets | for the Rauland Corporation in Chi- Camp McCoy, Wis., and the Illinois 
' oO Uneef Metallic Zinc Paint to Protect ! cago. He married Iona Weihert, a Ordnance Plant. He was a field engi- 
' x Sth PBEACes: ' °42 grad of the School of Education. neer on the “Big Inch” pipeline 
f ame ! Herbert Schwalbach (’42) and Hen- project. He also worked on the de- 
: Address ' ry H. Schmalz (ChE’42) are also sign of Diesel Electric drives for the 
| Town________State____} working for Rauland Corp., in the Navy while employed by Allis-Chal- 
I-------_----~------------_' Tube Division. mers. 
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Plastics where plastics belong Because of a unique combination of chemical, electrical, 

and mechanical qualities, Synthane laminated plastics can 

be applied to an endless number of practical purposes. 
Moisture and corrosion resistant, light-weight and struc- 

eu turally strong, Synthane has many collective advantages 

, not readily found in any other material. One of the best 

la electrical insulators known, Synthane is hard, dense, dur- 

Ste able . . . quickly and easily machined. 

2 . Among the interesting occupations of our type of tech- 

mS nical plastics are the redraw bobbin and chuck (below) 

gE | (ih Los used in winding fine denier nylon for women’s hosiery. 
LLL 

reny ce CT TT ee eee eee eee eee TT ee 
Or TT rrrr—C—“ ‘#RORECCEE8E=E=n=e. eC 

lll —“NO—C—OSC*iSCSC 

u % 8 J ws || : OG Nie | | | 

: : i) Oe ae oF - | a ] | 

wt le a | | 

nl i = Sg | _ . 

i bh 

Fine nylon filaments can be wound without pulling and 

sticking because of the smoothness of the bobbin. Light 
weight of bobbin and chuck allows the spindle to be started 

and stopped faster and with less effort. Greater crushing 

strength of tube permits larger amounts of nylon to be 

wound. This is an appropriate job for Synthane, an inter- 

: esting example of using plastics where plastics belong. 

Synthane Corporation, 1 River Road, Oaks, Pa. 

SYNTH ANE where Synthane belongs 

DESIGN © MATERIALS » FABRICATION © SHEETS © RODS © TUBES 
FABRICATED PARTS © MOLDED-MACERATED * MOLDED-LAMINATED
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Chemists and Engineers Team Up new P AND G plant, now using sodium in 

; tank car lots to produce fatty alcohols. 

for Progress at Pann G Between the two lies the whole story 

From basic chemical research, science _triglyceride to an alcohol by the classic of Science at P AND G—of chemists and 

moves forward into many different fields Bouveault-Blanc process, in one of there- engineers working together to create new 

at Procter & Gamble. Here’s anexample: search laboratories. For years this was a products and new processes and to de- 

A major synthetic detergent is made by —_Jaboratory curiosity. Recent research, sign, build, and operate new equipment 

the sulfation and neutralization of fatty however, increased yields and brought and new factories. . 

alcohols. These alcohols are prepared by _the possibility of commercial use. This is scientific teamwork at its best 

the sodium reduction of long-chain esters. The picture right shows the colossus —teamwork that leads to progress. 

The picture left shows a reduction ofa that has grown out of this research. Itsa 

KN 
are 

Procter & Gamble (egy, +; 2 i 

is * : kK? 
Cincinnati 17, Ohio CO) 
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Hom MameS 2. ,ccmermcc.s 
Minor Operations and (40 per cent) and contained 1.4 per high-phosphorus hematite contain- Ore Deposits cent phosphorus. ing from 48 to 54 per cent iron. Besides these two active mines, The region around Baraboo, in This ore was shipped by rail to Esca- there are several other mines in Sauk County, also had a minor iron naba, Michigan, where it was trans- Wisconsin. These are all inactive, boom. The “Illinois” shaft was ferred to lake vessels. The high however, and now are only of his- sunk to a depth of 475 feet to pro- cost of mining was the predominate torical interest. In 1849 an open pit duce 300,000 tons of ore between reason for ceasing operations, as mine was opened by The Swedes 1904 and 1908. The nearby Cahoon was the case with all of these minor Iron Company near Iron Ridge, in mine was operated from 1915 to developments. Low quality ore was Dodge County. This company also 1925, and produced about the same also a contributing factor. operated a charcoal blast furnace at total tonnage of ore. The ore in the The Future Iron Ridge, and ore from the mine Baraboo range was somewhat richer With the approaching depletion was used in this furnace, as well as than the Mayville ore, as it con- of the supply of high grade ores, in a later furnace at nearby May- tained 47 to 49 per cent iron. many mining and steel companies ville. The Iron Ridge mine became Another group of mines was are acquiring and developing re- inactive in 1914 after producing a opened in the North even before serves of lower grades of ore. They total of 435,000 tons of ore. the Montreal and Cary mines. The are trying to develop feasible meth- The Mayville mine, also in Dodge Commonwealth Group, consisting ods of concentrating this ore at or County, was opened in 1892, and of the Commonwealth, Buckeye, near the mines. In this way they produced 2,144,000 tons of ore be- Davidson, and Badger mines, is lo- hope to send to the furnaces ore fore it was abandoned in 1928. This cated in Florence County, on the as high as 60 per cent iron. While mine had a shaft 125 feet deep. Michigan border. Opened in 1880, the cost of concentratio n, or One reason for abandoning | this this group produced almost three beneficiation, will boost the cost of mine probably was that the hema- million tons before operations were ore, it is also true that shipping tite ore was relatively poor in iron discontinued in 1916. The ore was a charges (per unit of pure iron) will 

be smaller, and less coke and lime- 
stone will be required at the fur- e e 

‘ partners in creating 
naces, thus offsetting the cost of 
beneficiation somewhat. 

Engineering leaders for the last 80 years have made This is the general nature of In- K & E instruments, drafting equipment and materials land Steel’s project. Near Black their partners in creating the great technical achieve- River Falls there is a series of ments of America. So nearly universal is the reliance on mounds containing iron ore. This K & E products, itis self-evident that every major engi- ore is of comparatively low quality Ke = neering project has been completed with the help of K&E. (30 to 33 pet cent iron) but there 
IN" d ke up f - are some advantages to make up for "Erte Ear 

y this. Because the ore is on the sur- te es z , 4 ’ face, it can be easily mined, and the Nesioist Tent: y \ aa direct, year-around rail haul to the La j : : : Le =f rf Chicago area is considered as an 
mx - ro advantage. By this route, the ore FC gg <4 will be handled the minimum 

™—, Loe - : amount, as compared to loading and : 3 yi NS ae - unloading ships. Therefore the Pg _ shipping costs will compare favor- i ys [ |. ably with those of the Great Lakes 
: PFs y . route. 

4 yy me «|. : . The future of iron mining in Wis- ate ie 6hlUN . oe ; consin is a question that no one can = ' y- 6ht(<(<i«és SYS: @ have an absolute answer for. Con- VY 
ee sidering the events of the past, and KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. the depletion of the ticher ores, it csr amor is likely that the mining industry NEW YORK * HOBOKEN, N. J. will hold its own, if not gain some- Chicago * St. Louis * Detroit 

San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal what. 
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4 ‘ Vo fe as > al A Casini 

Successful telecasts of surgical operations show value of television to medical education. 

Continue your education 

as °. ” with pay—at RCA 

‘Step up beside fhe surgeon—and watch " ; 
_—— Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 

Victor—one of the world’s foremost manu- 
facturers of radio and electronic products 
—offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 

* « « « <2 well-rounded training and experience at 

Not long ago, a radio beam flashed Said a prominent surgeon: “Television 2 good salary with opportunities for ad- 

across the New York sky—and “car- as a way of teaching surgery surpasses vancement. Here are only five of the many 

_ os . thi I had Lnev projects which offer unusual promise: 

ried” more than 7000 surgeons into @Y i we ald bad ; bes Ane ie © Development and design of radio re- 

nati imagined it cou e so effective until ceivers (including broadcast, short wave 

a small operating room . . . oar awit...” and FM circuits, television, and phono- 
1109 as s ehes graph combinations). 

Impossible? Tt was done by television, Use of television in many fields—and sur- @ Advanced development and design of 

when RCA demonstrated—to a congress gical education is only one—grows naturally AM and FM ee transmitters, RE 

i i i . * . * ‘ing, bile munications 

of surgeons — how effective this medium from advanced scientific thinking at RCA equipment, velay systems: 

can be in teaching surgery. Laboratories. Progressive research is part of © Design of component parts such as 

In a New York hospital, above an op- every instrument bearing the names RCA or coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 

A ot RCA Victo: © Development and design of new re- 

erating table, a supersensitive RCA Image re cording and reproducing methods. 

Orthicon television camera televised a series When in Radio City, New York, be sure © Design of receiving, power, cathode 
Y> 2 

of operations. Lighting was normal. Images to see the radio and electronic wonders on We gas and Photo a 5 

2 - ‘ aoees rite today to National Recruiting Divi- 

were transmitted on a narrow, line-of-sight display at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 

beam ... As the pictures were seen the 49th Street. Free admission to all. Radio Also many opportunities for Mechanical 

operating surgeons were heard explaining Corporation of America, RCA Building, New and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 

their techniques ... York 20, N.Y. 

@ RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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As a Convenience to You... 
A PICTORIAL REVIEW | 

OF THE CAMPUS AND YOU | 

ro > >>> ++ = = -Clip out and mail- - - - - ---—---5 | 
| Sirs: \ 
[ 

I 

; Enclosed please find $4.50 in payment for my 1948 
| Wisconsin Badger. \ 
I 

I 

| Name __.__. wanna 
| 

I 
I ! 

1 Address Torrecssacaccaaencccnanncccuaaeunacnnatescccnenaneeeeennaneneecnneeet 

| WISCONSIN BADGER ; 
' MEMORIAL UNION — 770 Langdon 
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Bob Fischer . . . Wonenite ae” nn 7 
(continued from page 18) es fockgrouns ‘ q E / 

come to the University of Wiscon- seg “a wot “a 2 ’ 

sin for his engineering education. e| w : » i 2 U ‘ 

He had done some previous work at F . : . hs " ie ye 

the Lycee of Nice, France, and also 3B i ig a as ai y 

through the London University Cor- be 4 = j ma : 

respondence College while serving 3 \) oes Z ‘ ~ 

in the army in England. He entered 7 ’ = | . = oe a 

the University of Wisconsin in p | oa ae i Ny : 

March, 1946, to study mechanical ; , = ZB ; a 

engineering. Bob is interested in spe- Bets i 2 A 

cializing in combustion or gas tur- _ — 

bines, and after graduation this June WHY GIVE WIRES AND CABLES 

he wants to obtain some experience 

in the training program of some A.C. AND D.C. TESTS? 

large company before undertaking At Okonite regular d.c. tests pick out imperfections in 

any further schooling. He has, as insulated wires and cables not. detected by conventional 

et, no definite plans in regard to methods. These dic. tests, at 4 times the a.c. values, are in 

ders ne P 8 addition to the routine high voltage tests. 

returning to Belgium. “Something extra” is typical of Okonite production tech- 

For the financing of his schooling niques and research procedures. That something extra, multi- 

Bob is using his own savings. He plied many times spells leadership . . . reflects Okonite’s 
engineering background as pioneers in electrical wires and 

was awarded sophomore honors. and cables. The Okonite Company, Passaic, New Jersey. 
is a student member of the Society S134 

of Automotive Engineers. As he is 36 K re) Ni i T ESA . 

completing the course in mechanical E 22 : MMMM SINCE 1878 1 

engineering ahead of schedule, he | insulated wires and cables i 

finds little time for outside activities. — “— ncaa LS LL 

However, he is interested in art his- _—————— 

tory and music, and has not missed BEES 

any of the Pro Arte concerts. Bob’s “LUFKIN “Peerless” Chrome Clad 

favorite sports are hockey, swim- Se ro ae es 

ming, and skiing. ower" Steel Tapes 
While at the University of Wis- ~ 

consin Bob has been impressed by ~~ 

the beauty of the campus, especially ww / dames 

in spring. He likes the informal and i. 4 a 

cordial relationships between profes- _ f o CC “| 

sors and students in contrast with : a <—- a 

the “untouchable” attitude of Bel- a | Rip ae . - YN 

gian professors. He has enjoyed the . Fe NV ' 

opportunity to work with good in- Sd) NS | 

struments as provided here. Bob | nal at 

heartily approves of the support aN Coe — _— clon & | 

given to scientific development in G2 er a 4 , Nd | A 

the United States. 5 Sa 5 a : «< : | 

After five years in the infantry, . Me / we | 

Bob received 3,500 francs (80 dol- Rough, tough measuring . % -— | 

lars) for clothing, and another 3,500 work cau hurt the Lufkin . | 

francs for three months’ pay from “Peerless” Chrome Clad Steel a eee 

the Belgian government. At that Tape. Jet black markings are ~ mm) , 4 
time, 1945, his 3,500 francs would always easy to read. Sturdy steel <~ 

buy him little more than a pair of line is covered with satin smooth i | 

pans, Gepaee duds ¢ ahve: benefits chrome that resists rust and will a 

received by United States veterans crack, chip, or peel. a ee AW P 

when they are discharged and also eile THE MERI RULE . ‘ ” 

under the G. I. Bill! MICH... York iyi 
FOR ACCURACY 
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ae gg NS SAN Campus eee 
ak 9 * es Se SS ASN (continued from page 12) 

v 3 N Re AS “ ON Emelity Is New Regent ; 

aoe o ce ee Se. Lud. A. Emelity was elected Regent of the Xi chapter 

CAN re Oo Sw ~ ee of Theta Tau Engineering Fraternity at their first meet- 

\ \ WORE 4 bs ess oN ing of the semester on Tuesday, Feb. 10, in the Me- 
X Ye, Sas og PSS chanical Engineering building. 
\ SSA SA ss Sc oor ’ Other officers elected were Vice-Regent, Norman 

“£4 a Stickney; Scribe, Ivan L. Wilson; Treasurer, Joseph R. 
\S - . SERIES Vinette; and Corresponding Secretary, Robert St. Clair. 

saat 

Zs S.A.E. 
At the February 11 meeting the following members 

PROBLEM — You are designing a machine which were elected to the branch offices: Howard F. Traeder, 
includes a number of electrical accessories any one President; George B. Creedle, Vice President; Warren 
of which can be turned on by means of a rotary E. Burnham, Secretary; William G. Searles, Treasurer; 

switch. For reasons of assembly and wiring this Paul L. Hatleberg, Field Editor. 
switch has to be centrally located inside the machine. A film produced by the American Broadcasting Co. 
Your problem is to provide a means of operating the in cooperation with the major automotive corporations 

switch from a convenient outside point. How would provided information concerning the problems con- 
you do it? fronted by the industry in the process of conversion 

from war-time to peace-time production. Plant layout, 

THE SIMPLE ANSWER — Use an S.S.White re- materials expediting methods, and the need of rapid 

mote control type flexible shaft to connect the switch and timely transportation of parts and sub-assemblies 
to its control knob. This arrangement gives you com- to the assembly plant were stressed. 
plete freedom in placing both the switch and the _ 
control knob anywhere you want them. That's the AS.C.E. 
way one manufacturer does it in the view below of At a meeting of the Student Chapter of the Ameri- 

part of the equipment with cover removed. can Society of Civil Engineers, the following officers 
© ‘ ye , <a were elected for the spring semester: 

r ao Let. a Ce oa oN President—William Korbitz 

Pe ’ a oe i. a Sn oN Vice President—Sylvin Lange 

a oe ---F= aah Seen eee * aN Secretary—Sigurd Lokken 
~ tl Aa Lae Y @ ~~ Treasurer—Wilbur Haas 

& aN y a oat Bs-¥ Polygon Board—AI Pierce 
3 i oN f N My "| > _ The new officers were sworn in by Retiring President 

. \ 2 - 1. ‘ (eo Ped f - Art Langdenberg. After the meeting, motion pictures 

— N _ = i \ = 4 of the Northwestern vs. Wisconsin football game were 

shown with Sylvin Lange acting as narrator. 

This is just one of hundreds of remote control and power Dr. William Lea, new member of the University of 
drive problems to which $.S.White flexible shafts provide Wisconsin Sanitary Engineering faculty, addressed the 
a simple answer, That's why every engineer should be A.S.C.E. on February 19. Dr. Lea spoke on the subject, 
familiar with these ‘Metal Muscles''* for mechanical bodies. “Industrial Hygiene”, and told of the significance of 
*Trademark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. and elsewhere the engineer in the field. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4501 peas Waele | 
. . mt Seniors expecting to graduate this June should check 

It gives essential facts and engineer- | S81bhaa pm with their advisors and make application for War Serv- 
ing data about flexible shafts and io . oe . . ‘ 
their application. A copy is yours “| : ice Credits if necessary. The University allows a maxi- 
free for asking. Write today. / ae mum of 15 credits, but confidentially, you will be lucky 

, ps to get 10. 

Seen LRE. . 
$$. WHITE J Plans were laid for a local chapter of the Institute 

en Mare DENTAL MFG. CO. INDUSTRIAL DIVISION of Radio Engineers ‘at - pochtonsaiy Grganteatiatel 
DEPT.C, 10 EAST 40th ST.. NEW YORK 16,.N.¥. — meeting in the Mechanical Engineering building on 

iu erin ano onion fous = sniiatfonuia tnt February 12. The new organization expects to work 
i) One of Americas AAA Industrial Enterprises hand in hand with A.LE.E. 
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sia. _ _- - A 4 he ae vk _ which are attached to the lens of the en- 

Se VIN MS bi US be AOA 6 - o) oo larger, range from blue for high con- 
C8 UE fs Ee {0 trast to yellow, which cuts out the blue 

: —rr—“OO—OiOrCtisC*sSs«sS~s—srs—Ss*=< Ce, rr—siS<i<i;tw*w;wsCisrsri—tisi—ts almost entirely and gives low contrast. 
OPT Gl yee In between are eight grades of filters 

ee ee of Science and Ge y with intermediate degrees of blue and 
i Ln LL yellow light transmission. All of the fil- 

ters are made in such a way that neither 
light nor printing time needs to be 
varied as filters are changed, except the 

© © 2 2 last two on the blue end. These require Research simplifies print making ce ciel Gee ee ee ok 
° 66 é ” others. . 

with development of “Varigam” Paper in “varigam,” made by Du Pont, 
chemical science has given the photog- 
rapher new economy and convenience 

eos “ 5 A in printing, and a degree of contrast 
Chemists and physicists make non ef the spectrom: and igielsoisenst control more precise than is possible 

important contributions low conieect 8 gion, with any combination of commercial 
. . apers. 

Photographic film that has been over- “Vari 1th k of par 
exposed or overdeveloped usually means sagem” ihe Work oF many men ——— 
a “hard” or “‘contrasty’’ negative—too The first job was one for the physical i 
much silver is deposited on the high- chemists. Silver halide emulsions, nor- Questions College Men ask 

lights in comparison with that in the _ mally sensitive to blue light, had to be about working with Du Pont 
shadows. The opposite effect, a ‘‘soft”’ made to give maximum contrast when 
or “thin” negative, results from under- exposed to light in this region. . 

exposure or underdevelopment. At one It was known that certain dyes would What types of training are needed? 

time photographers had to stock fouror extend the sensitivity of the emulsion Pye majority of openings for college graduates at 
five grades of enlarging paper to correct —_ over as far as the infra-red. But they © Du Pont are in technical work and are usually in 
for these conditions and get the right were not practical for photographic pa- chemical, physical, or biological research; chemi- 
degree of contrast. per, being affected by the red safety ch, mechanical, civil, electrical, or industrial 

tae : 5 . 2 , engineering. Openings are available from time to 
To eliminate this expensive, unwieldy light used in the darkroom. Research by time in other fields, including architecture, ceram- 

situation, scientists developed ‘‘Vari- chemists showed that certain dyes such ics, metallurgy, mining, petroleum and textile 
gam” variable contrast photographic as 1:1’-diethylthiopseudocyanine iodide ee at seolony: pein tee eee 
paper. With ‘“‘Varigam,” the whole extended the light sensitivity only to “te bu Pont Company and the College Gradu, 
procedure of getting different degrees the green region. And, most important, ate,” 2521-C Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, 

of contrast is reversed. Instead of using they produced low contrast when used Delaware. 
several grades of paper, the photog- in lower-than-normal concentrations. 
rapher uses only one. He gets variation When such a dye was combined with 
in contrast by use of filters that control high-contrast silver halide emulsion, 

the wave lengths of light reaching the the result was an emulsion that gave 
paper, thereby getting finer degrees of high-contrast prints when exposed to 
contrast than are otherwise possible. blue light, and low-contrast prints when REG. U.S. PAT. OFF 

oo aan ef ohne degends exposed to green light. BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
on the ability of certain dyes to exten 5. e _.. THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
the sensitivity of silver halide emulsions Physicists Develop Filters 

beyond the blue and blue-green regions. Physicists made this contrast control a = 
This effect was well known to scientists. reality by preparing sharp-cutting fil- More facts about Du Pont — Listen to “Cavalcade 

But “Varigam”’ has an added feature ters that allow the user to control his of America,” Mondays, 8 P.M., EST on NBC 
—it gives high contrast in the blue por- printing light selectively. These filters, ae 
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Normal print (center) can be obtained from either a ‘‘soft’’ negative (left) or a “‘hard’’ 

negative (right), using “‘Varigam” variable contrast paper. 
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(A Tau Beta Pi Essay) 

by R. W. Mickelsen m’48 

Production tooling is one of the most specialized phases standardization of tools by the American Standards Asso- | 

of modern industry. Consumer goods roll off production ciation, various national engineering organizations, and by 

lines in a seeming endless march of identical objects. But individual manufacturers. 

an inspection of methods used in the manufacture of these It is obvious that since products will continue to change 

goods reveals a5 array of dissimilar tools. The manufac- in design, tooling can never become completely standard- 

ture of one specific product requires from one to thousands 5,44. However, tool engineering personnel can do much 

of tools, each different from the others. , . in this direction by adhering to existing standards data 

Consider the modern airplane. Tools are required for whenever possible, and by continued analysis of new tool- 

the mass production of the thousands of component parts ing methods for possible standardization. 

of any particular airplane, from simple rivets to the most he j a 

intricate engine parts. And then, beyond the individual The acura of standardization of tools cannot be 

parts, the hundreds of sub and main assembly opz2rations over-emp asized. Industry cannot produce low cost goods 

. . a . if tooling costs are high. It has been noted that those mem- 
require special assembly jigs. : : . : : 

Tooling has, and always will, contribute a large part to bers of the engineering profession who come into direct 

the cost of the finished product. Tools require a special contact with tooling and its problems are constantly striv- 

. : a 5 5 ing for low cost tooling. It is unfortunate, however, that 
machine shop for their construction, high grade materials, b : : k etl 

special heat treatment, close machining tolerances, and t eee a aed nows as lite e as he dees about 

highly skilled labor. Because of these factors, each tool tooling: oo ¢ assic ode whieh ends wn the design engineer 

costs many times the retail price of a finished unit product. eb T have it at last, it can’t be cast!” contains more 

It is this high tooling cost which has made it imperative truth than poetry. 

for industry to form standards for as many tool compo- It is the common hope of tooling engineers that engi- 

nents as possible. These standard components can then be _ neers of all classifications will in the future lend more 

made by high production methods, thereby greatly reduc- thought to production methods and tooling as the product 

ing the cost of the completed tool. Much has been done in design takes shape on their respective drawing boards. 
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